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Belief in his appearance was/is perhaps stronger than his
appearance of belief.
in 1945, he and his mother moved to Los Angeles.
Stoller’s mother had been in show business and
he took piano lessons for a while before picking
up blues, boogie, and bebop patterns by ear. In
1949 the Stollers relocated to Los Angeles where
This was the Record Mirror Top Twenty forty-five
th
Mike commenced studying classical composition
years ago, on 8 March 1958.
at Los Angeles City College. At the same time
Leiber was attending Fairfax High, and working in
1.
Magic Moments/Catch A Falling Star – Perry
a record shop after school where he met Lester
Como (RCA)
Sill, then head of promotions and sales manager
2.
The Story Of My Life – Michael Holliday
for Modern records. On hearing that Leiber had
(Columbia)
the ambition to become a songwriter Sill asked
3.
Jailhouse Rock – Elvis Presley (RCA)
him to sing a few lines he’d written, and then
4.
At The Hop – Danny and The Juniors (HMV)
suggested he find a partner who could write
5.
Don’t/I Beg Of You – Elvis Presley (RCA)
music.
6.
You Are My Destiny – Paul Anka (Columbia)
7.
Oh! Boy – The Crickets (Coral)
Initially he tried to collaborate with a drummer
8.
Love Me Forever – Marion Ryan (Nixa)
friend named Jerry Horowitz, who in turn
9.
April Love – Pat Boone (London)
recommended that Leiber contact Stoller, and so
10. All The Way/Chicago – Frank Sinatra
the two white Jewish teenagers met for the first
(Capitol)
time in the summer of 1950, discovering a mutual
11. Peggy Sue – Buddy Holly (Coral)
love for black culture and the blues. Less than a
12. Nairobi – Tommy Steele (Decca)
year later Jimmy Witherspoon and Floyd Dixon
13. We Are Not Alone/Can’t Get Along Without
made
live
concert
You – Frankie Vaughan (Philips)
recordings of Leiber and
14. Good Golly Miss Molly – Little Richard
Stoller
compositions
(London)
and, with help from Sill,
15 Baby Lover – Petula Clark (Pye)
placed songs with both
16 Whole Lotta Woman – Marvin Rainwater
the Robins and Charles
(MGM)
Brown to gain their initial
17= Bony Moronie – Larry Williams (London)
taste
of
national
17= Sugar Time/Don’t Let Go – Jim Dale
recognition.
(Parlophone)
19 Mandy – Eddie Calvert (Columbia)
In the summer of 1952 they composed two of their
20 Jailhouse Rock EP – Elvis Presley (RCA)
best known numbers – ‘K.C.Lovin’ recorded by
Little Willie Littlefield, and ‘Hound Dog’ for Willie
This spring denotes the seventieth birthdays of a
Mae (Big Mama) Thornton. Re-christened ‘Kansas
pair of prime songwriters – the legendary Leiber &
City’, the former would become an American chart
Stoller.
topper for Wilbert Harrison seven years later,
whilst the latter, with some lyric changes was to
reach number two on both sides of the Atlantic
courtesy of Elvis in 1956.

SHAKY LEE'S MARCH
MANIA

AN APPRECIATION OF
LEIBER & STOLLER
th

Mike Stoller was born on 13 March 1933 in Belle
Harbor, Long Island, New York, and just six
weeks later Jerry Leiber entered the world in
th
Baltimore on 25 April. The son of Polish
immigrants, Leiber’s father died when he was five
years old, after which his mother opened a
grocery store where Jerry would help out making
deliveries. At the age of nine he began piano
tuition, learning to play a little boogie-woogie and,

In late 1953 Leiber and Stoller launched their own
record label – Spark – in co-operation with Lester
Sill. The label’s third release was the seminal
classic ‘Riot In Cell Block Number 9’ by the
Robins, with Richard Berry brought in to take the
lead role portraying a tough cool convict. The
Robins’ follow-up ‘Framed’ with regular bass man
Bobby Nunn narrating in a similar vein was almost
as good. Unfortunately Spark, as a small
1

independent
was
experiencing
distribution
difficulties, and the label’s final release, again by
the Robins, featured Carl Gardner on lead vocal
with a superb reading of another Leiber & Stoller
masterpiece – ‘Smokey Joe’s Café’.

Anyone who attended this most enjoyable show
must have left knowing no more about these two
sterling songwriters than when they went in.
In 1997 the song writing team were voted into the
NDT Rock‘n’Roll Hall of Fame, and in June 2001
were interviewed at the National Film Theatre to
coincide with the British premiere of a film
documenting their career – ‘Words and Music by
Leiber & Stoller’. Throughout the fifties Leiber &
Stoller were prolific songwriters of substance, so
to conclude here’s a verse from one of my
favourites, ‘Alligator Wine’ which they wrote for
Screamin’ Jay Hawkins:
Meet me at the stroke of midnight
By the swamp down in the wood
I’m gonna make you love me baby
Like you never thought you could
You’re gonna drink my magic potion
And your bloodshot eyes will shine
You’ll be a slave forever
To my alligator wine

An offer from Ahmet Ertegun took Leiber and
Stoller to Atlantic records where they could
concentrate on what they did best – writing and
producing rhythm & blues and Rock’n’Roll
records. Gardner and Nunn left the Robins to form
the Coasters, and with Billy Guy and Young Jessie
on their third release in early 1957, coupled two
more of Leiber and Stoller’s great works –
‘Searchin’/Young Blood’. A string of their songs
formed the bulk of the Coasters’ subsequent
recordings such as ‘Yakety Yak’, ‘Charlie Brown’,
‘Along Came Jones’ and ‘Poison Ivy’.
Their growing reputation led to the twosome
supplying material for Elvis Presley films, including
the title track for three of his better ones – ‘Loving
You’, ‘King Creole’ and ‘Jailhouse Rock’, in which
Stoller was the piano player. In 1959, by now
based in New York, Leiber and Stoller produced
and co-wrote two hits for the Drifters on Atlantic –
‘There Goes My Baby’ and ‘Dance With Me’, and
when lead singer Ben E. King branched out on his
own they did the same for him with ‘Spanish
Harlem’ and ‘Stand By Me’.

(For more comprehensive reading on Leiber &
Stoller, Bill Millar’s book The Coasters is
invaluable)
Don Juan Wilkinson









ADVERTISEMENT

Deciding to dabble in the record industry again in
1964 with the formation of Red Bird records, this
time experienced promotions man George
Goldner was brought in for his merchandising
expertise, Strangely, they took a back seat in the
writing department, mainly relying on Brill Building
graduates such as Ellie Greenwich and Jeff Barry
who along with Phil Spector penned the labels’
initial release – ‘Chapel Of Love’ by the Dixie
Cups, which shot to number one.

Doctor Dale’s amazing
Love Potion Number 9
Eau de toilet – see picture – works wonders. It
never fails.

After a score of hits during a two-year period
Leiber and Stoller grew weary of running and
administrating their own set up and sold out to
Goldner for a nominal sum. Thereafter the due
continued to write sporadically and work as
freelance record producers with the Coasters,
Brook Benton, T-Bone Walker, Peggy Lee, Elke
Brooks and several others during the seventies.
Moving into music publishing Jerry Leiber and
Mike Stoller were inducted into the Rock and Roll
Hall Of Fame in 1987, and the following year
‘Hound Dog’ earned a Grammy Award.

Some testimonials:
Phil Spector put some on his face whilst wearing Dr Dale’s
boots – his latest hit for many years.
Woke up last night half past four, 16 women knocked at my
door. Bugger Red
13 women and only one Bunter in town. Brigadier Brian
Bunberg
Sweets for my sweet, hats off to Woody. Editor
Linda Gail has just proposed to me. Barry Gamblin
I have managed to get my other daughter married off to
Michael Jackson. Lee Wilkinson
Thanks to this excellent balm I managed to have a cordial
interview with Connie Francis and I thought she was brilliant.
Tony Wilkinson
I accidentally squeezed this lotion over my fish and chips and
have had to take 52 weekenders to escape from my missus.
Martyn Harvey

In the nineties the musical ‘Smokey Joe’s Café’,
commemorating a selection of songs associated
with them including ‘Trouble’, ‘Saved’, ‘I (Who
Have Nothing)’ and ‘Pearl’s A Singer’, achieved
acclaim on Broadway and in London’s West End.
When I saw the show in December 1996 I was
rather disappointed, not with the quality of the
songs or the performance, but with the fact that no
information was forthcoming on Leiber and Stoller.

Fart in harmony after a weekender at Dr Dale’s
Surgery. Very expensive!
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OLD
MOTHER
RILEY SAYS
“HOLD THE
THIRD
PAGE!”

Supremes. The Detroit group the Royals had
recorded ‘Every Beat Of My Heart’ (1952), a song
which has been recorded countless times over the
years, incidentally, nine years later (1961), giving
Gladys Knight and the Pips their first hit. A
vacancy arose in the Royals when their lead
singer, Lawson Smith, was drafted and Hank was
invited to step in.
He wrote their first hit ‘Get It’ (1953) and a year
later their highly controversial ‘Work With Me
Annie’ gave them a number one R&B hit – “Annie
please don’t cheat, give me all of my meat!”
doesn’t actually leave a great
deal to the imagination. Not
surprisingly virtually all the
radio stations across the
United States banned the
record. Around the same
period of time the group
changed their name to the
Midnighters to avoid confusion
with the gospel outfit the Five
Royales and, within a short while, to Hank Ballard
and the Midnighters. The huge success of ‘Work
With Me Annie’ created an Annie gala with ‘Annie
Had A Baby’, ‘Annie Kicked The Bucket’ and
amazingly ‘Annie’s Aunt Fanny’. Answer records
came in the shape of Etta James with ‘Roll With
Me Henry’ and a much watered down version for
the white market by Georgia Gibbs entitled ‘Dance
With Me Henry’. The next few years saw some
fine records that sadly never emulated the
success of ‘Work With Me Annie’ which included
‘Tore Up Over You’, ‘Don’t Change Your Pretty
Ways’ and ‘Open Up The Back Door’ (now that
DOES sound a bit raunchy – H)

ARTHUR LUCAN

'Tales From The Woods' raises a glass and says
“Farewell” to the legendary Hank Ballard who
nd
died on March 2 , aged 66, of throat cancer. The
'Tales From The Woods' editorial board witnessed
this superlative performer in action just once, back
in 1986 at London’s Hammersmith Palais. Action
packed, spirited and passionate workout through
his R&B back catalogue; ‘Sexy Ways’, ‘Tore Up
Over You’, ‘Sugaree’, ‘Let’s Go, Let’s Go, Let’s
Go’, ‘Finger Poppin’ Time’ to name but a few along
with a brilliant gut-bucket blues workout on ‘The
Sun Is Shining’. Hank’s band the Midnighters were
so tight and professional they made your eyes
water. I can remember quite clearly one of the
guys in the band doing a Jackie Wilson tribute
complete with back flips, a voice not as wonderful
but certainly as near as it is possible to get. This
was indeed one of the great gigs of the 1980s (the
decade that dare not speak its name) looked back
upon by those who were fortunate enough to be
there with much acclaim - at least ¾ of the regular
contributors to this esteemed magazine were in
the audience.
It was a night to play “spot the face”; at least one
Beatle, a Rolling Stone or two, Dave Edmunds,
Nick Lowe, writer/broadcasters Charlie Gillett and
Stuart Colman and, oh yes, one time Birkenhead
talent scout and promoter Peter Stringfellow. I
wonder what happened to him? Despite the star
studded turn-out, despite the buzz this gig created
(still a major talked about event some 17 years
later) Hank never performed again in the U.K. Yet
another opportunity lost!

There are numerous conflicting stories concerning
the reason Ballard never cashed in on ‘The Twist’
which appeared on the B-side of ‘Teardrops On
Your Letter’ (No. 4 R&B 1959). Disc jockeys
began to flip the record and play the B-side, a
novelty dance record ideal for nationwide TV show
American Bandstand hosted by Dick Clark.
Ballard was approached by Clark to perform the
song on Bandstand but wanted too much money
so Clark asked Danny and the Juniors to cover
the song instead. Slow to react, the opportunity
was given to a then unknown, Chubby Checker,
and the rest is history as they say. Another story is
that Ballard’s image was too raw and raunchy for
the white teen market at which Bandstand was
aimed. Whatever the truth, Hank lost out big time.

Hank Ballard was born John H
Kennedy in Detroit, Michigan
th
on November 18 , officially in
1936 although it’s possible that
Hank might have fibbed a little
about his true age when
starting out in the business. At
least one broadsheet obituary
placed his birth date as early as 1927. At just four
years old he found himself despatched to
Bessemer, Alabama on the sudden death of his
truck driver father. There, as a young boy, he
sang in church but the strict religious ethos of his
relations’ home was certainly not to his taste and
he fled back to Detroit as soon as he was old
enough, working on the assembly line at Ford.
Obviously a strong singing tradition in the family his cousin the late Florence Ballard was the often
forgotten founder member and first casualty of the

As the fifties gave way to the sixties Hank and the
Midnighters had a string of hits on the U.S. pop
charts with ‘Finger Poppin’ Time’ (No. 7 1960),
‘Let’s Go, Let’s Go, Let’s Go’ (No. 6 1960), ‘Hoochi
Coochi Coo’ (No. 23 1961), ‘The Continental
Walk’ (No. 33 1961), ‘The Switch-A-Roo’ (No. 26
1961). Come 1962 and the entire group
disbanded and Ballard recorded as a solo, the first
of which was with James Brown’s band, produced
3

by Brown. Staying with King Records until 1969,
the decade that followed was spent label hopping.
Ballard sold his songwriting rights to record
industry big-wig Morris Levy for $5,000, a deal he
would later very much regret. The contract was
later declared unlawful and he was able to reclaim
the rights to his own material.

buy to assistant film editor. 1956 would see him
joining the Worried Men skiffle group, which
included himself on guitar, cousin Dennis
Nelhams on guitar, Chas Beaumont on lead guitar
and Roger van Engel on washboard and drums,
playing first pub and club gigs before securing
themselves a residency at London’s legendary ‘2
Is’ coffee bar in old Compton Street, Soho.

The 1980s would see him
reforming the Midnighters
and making his first and
only trip to the U.K. for the
aforementioned gig at the
Hammersmith
Palais
which was recorded for
posterity on a double live
album in 1987 entitled
‘Hank Ballard Live At The
Palais’. 1990 would see his entry into the
Rock'n'Roll Hall of Fame. By all accounts he also
appeared at the New Orleans Jazz Heritage
Festival during the course of the nineties although,
sadly, not in any of the several years that I
attended.







The following year the group made their only
appearance on the BBC Light Programme’s
fledgling Skiffle Club show, performing ‘I Saw The
Light’, ‘You Know Baby’, ‘Boll Weevil’, ‘Careless
Love’, ‘Sing, Sing, Sing’ and ‘This Little Light Of
Mine’. Also appearing on the bill, back in
December 1957, was pianist Johnny Parker (who
played on Humphrey Lyttleton’s ‘Bad Penny
Blues’), Shirley Bland and Jimmy MacGregor. By
all accounts the total budget for the entire
programme was an amazing £56/11/- (barely
more than the cost of a meal on one of our gang
meet ups now).
In early 1958 Terry Nelhams (as he was still
known) left the group to pursue a solo career and
a name change to Adam Faith with three
unsuccessful singles for EMI which included a
pretty dire version of Jerry Lee Lewis’ ‘High
School Confidential’ and a marginally better take
on Crash Craddock’s ‘Poor Little Boy’. Later
members of the Worried Men would include Tony
Meehan and Brian Bennett (Shadows) and Rick
Hardy who we had the pleasure of booking as a
special guest on the Chas McDevitt skiffle night at
the Buzz Bar, Battersea a couple of years back.



'Tales From The Woods' raises a glass also to
actor, singer, businessman Adam Faith who died
th
of heart failure on March 8 , aged 62. A week or
so after the death of Lonnie Donegan (TFTW
obituary issue 24) BBC Radio 2 dedicated an
hour-long tribute programme to the skiffle king.
Amongst the many guests chosen to speak was
Adam Faith and none spoke more eloquently than
he, at one point appearing to spit venom regarding
the way an uncaring industry had virtually ignored
Donegan for decades, more or less echoing the
words I had then prepared for Lonnie’s obituary in
TFTW. I recall shouting out my agreement as
Faith spat out the words. Just months later and he
is gone too.

Before I go any further I would like to express my
gratitude to 'Tales From The Woods' contributor
and U.K.’s finest expert on British Rock'n'Roll Mr
Darren Vidler for providing the background
information on Faith’s early years.
The autumn of 1959 would herald a
dramatic change in his career with
Johnny Worth offering his songwriting
skills and John Barry enlisted to provide
the backing for a string of hits which
began with ‘What Do You Want’ that
continued to keep him at the top of the
tree for the next half a dozen years. The
first six were whilst yours truly was still at
school, one of the last biggies was
‘Message To Martha (Kentucky Bluebird)’,
by which time I had left home and was
living in bed sitter land near Earls Court.
Hearing the aforementioned record now I am
immediately transported back to a pub I used to
frequent where a gawky kid with buck teeth and a
kaftan would be forever flipping a coin into the
juke box to spin it.

Like Donegan he died whilst on tour
except, of course, it was a touring play
‘Love And Marriage’ (by his own
admission he was a far better actor
than singer). Another trait he shared
was a history of heart problems,
undergoing a by-pass operation in
1986. Adam showed his faith in
Donegan by producing an album for
him in 1978 with contributions from an
all star guest list that included Elton
John and Brian May amongst others.
The album ‘Puttin’ On The Style’ reached 51 in the
album charts, giving the man he admired so much
his first chart entry for 15 years.
rd

Born Terence Nelhams on the 23 June 1940 in
the west London suburb of Acton, the third of five
children, to a coach driver father and office
cleaner mother. Leaving school at 15, he worked
in the film industry progressing from messenger

Pop star status allowed an early entrance into
films - between 1960 and 1962 he appeared in
‘Beat Girl’, ‘Never Let Go’, ‘What A Whopper’ and
4

‘Mix Me A Person’, a psychological drama that
established his acting credentials. Come 1967 his
pop star career had waned allowing him to focus
on what he did best… acting. Touring in the lead
role in Keith Waterhouse and Willis Hall’s ‘Billy
Liar’, appearing as Feste in ‘Twelfth Night’ and
with Dame Sybil Thorndyke in Emlyn Williams’
‘Night Must Fall’. In 1970 the highly successful
television series ‘Budgie’, written by Keith
Waterhouse began in which Adam played the title
role as a chirpy cockney just out of prison and
scraping a living on the edge of the law.

gob-iron, entertaining us with some tasty Sonny
Boy/Little Walter licks as we marched painfully
slowly along the long and winding route through to
Hyde Park. Such was the throng that by the time
we arrived all the speeches were over and people
were beginning to leave.

As the seventies progressed he
involved himself with the music
industry again managing singer
Leo Sayer and producing the first
solo album for the lead singer of
the Who, Roger Daltry. A car
crash in 1973, from which he was lucky to escape
with his life, resulted in 1975 with his first
recording for seven years, the self explanatory
album ‘I Survive’. In 1975 he starred alongside
David Essex in David Puttnam’s film ‘Stardust’. He
returned to the West End stage in 1976 in ‘City
Sugar’. Three more film roles took him up to 1980
with Ian McShane in ‘Yesterday’s Hero’, alongside
Roger Daltry in the gangster flick ‘McVicar’ and in
‘Foxes’ with Jodie Foster. The 1980s would se
him embarking on a third career as a financial
adviser/journalist which by the end of the decade
had run its course.

Joining us on the march was my old friend, whom
I have not seen for over a quarter of a century,
poet/adventurer/musician Sails D’Rich travelling
all the way from his home on the Isles of Scilly.
From the frozen north came Calum ‘Grunge’
Russell bringing with him a couple of friends from
his native bonnie Sutherland. Meeting new friends
and Marffa’s Muffins fans Rupert Kingsley Oats
and his pretty little girlfriend Kate along with his
mate Tarquin. Once in Hyde Park we were joined
by all those good folks who had searched in vain
for the 'Tales From The Woods' banner and were
indeed so happy to finally find us, like Russell
Lloyd from Three Bridges, Sussex. Running
across to where we stood, tears streaming down
his cheeks, “At last, I’ve found you!” he
expostulated in near breathless awe. “At last we
have a publication that dares to speak the truth, to
stand up for what it believes to be right.” “Keith, I
think you are a genius” he added in a near
whisper “Thank you” I replied, nodding in
agreement. Ian from Hornsey, North London, he
of Mr Bobblehat fame, wearing a clean shirt
especially for the occasion, relieved to finally spot
the banner. Afterwards some went home and a
few joined me for a fish and chip supper at Notting
Hill Gate’s famous Geales Fish Restaurant whilst
Tony P took young Tarquin for a drink. Folks, you
done yourself proud. Look forward to seeing you
again sometime. Bye for now.

Adam returned to the West End stage in a
musical version of ‘Budgie’ followed by another TV
series ‘Love Hurts’, toured in a production of the
sixties play ‘Alfie’ which he took to Los Angeles
where his daughter Katya directed before finishing
off the century in a touring production of ‘A Chorus
Line’. Back on television in 2001 with a new
situation comedy ‘The House That Jack Built’, his
wife, the former dancer Jackie Irving, whom he
married in 1967 and daughter Katya, born in 1970,
survive him.









What a fantastic response we had from you loyal
'Tales From The Woods' contributor/subscribers,
turning out en masse for the anti-war demo in
London
back
on
th
February 15 , the
biggest
demo
in
London’s long history.
Organisers
suggest
1½ million and even
the police were forced
to admit that over a million attended and no
trouble whatsoever - how disappointing for the
right wing sections of the national press. Meeting
up at the South Bank at midday, Dave from
Bromley, Kent, 'Tales From The Woods' longest
serving contributor Tony Papard, Sam the blues
fan from Chichester, West Sussex and his
delightful wife Sara. Sam brought along his blues

Keith Woods








Nancy
Whiskey
- RIP
th
st
4 March 1935 – 1 February 2003

It is very sad for me to have
to report the death of one of
the skiffle greats, Nancy
Whiskey (Anne Alexandra
Young Wilson), who died
suddenly on the 1st of
February. She is very sadly
missed by her friends and family. Nancy’s funeral
5

th

took place on February 11 at a small private
ceremony with a reception as she would have
liked it – a jazz group, a boogie pianist and Diz
Disley. Also present were Chas McDevitt, Yancey
(Nancy’s daughter), John Pilgrim of the Vipers
and Rick Hardy Of Worried Men.

borrow one of his own manufacture from a
member of the crowd. He was well liked for his
honesty and good nature, and his annual Labor
Day barbecues were a popular local event.
In a late burst of success, he made two albums
produced by Luther Dickinson of the North
Mississippi All Stars, "Everybody Hollerin' Goat"
(1998) and "From Senegal to Senatobia", which
featured African musicians (2000). He was filmed
by Spike Lee & Wim Wenders for the American
PBS documentary "The Blues" and his song
"Shimmy She Wobble" was used in the opening
scenes of the Martin Scorsese film "Gangs of New
York". In a tragic twist, his daughter Berniece, who
cared for him and managed his business affairs,
died the same day, unaware of Othar's passing.
She had been ill for some time.
Alan Lloyd

Nancy was a big influence, along with Lonnie
Donegan, for many to make a career out of music;
as well as singing skiffle she recorded some nice
ballads, particularly ‘She Moves Through The
Fair’, not released until 1993. She had made a 10inch record on Topic before she met Chas
McDevitt, in 1958 she recorded three singles with
The Teetotallers and in 1967 a remake of ‘Freight
Train’ but as most of us have experienced you
can’t recapture the sound. Nancy performed now
and again over the years but her greatest moment
in recent years was performing at the skiffle
concert at the Royal Albert Hall in 1999. For many
of us Nancy and Lonnie were the highlights of the
evening. She had even been recording again in
recent years. Thanks for the music Nancy.
Darren Vidler.















Waxo Wilko’s Tit Bits
Vance Terry - RIP



Othar Turner - RIP

He knew steel strings of fame - and iron grip of
addiction By Blair Anthony Robertson, Bee Staff
Writer (Published March 10, 2001)

th

Othar Turner, who died on February 27 , played a
style of music which predates the blues. Fife and
drum band was born when African rhythms and
scales were applied to the marching music of
American civil war bands. Othar was probably the
last great practitioner of this type of music.

He checked in at the Marshall Hotel, as many
seem to do, because he had run out of hope and
had outrun everyone who tried to set him straight,
because in the end all this once great man wanted
was to hole up in a dingy room and be with the
bottle of booze he craved. It was a choice only he
and his demons could comprehend.

Othar (sometimes spelt
Otha) was born in Gravel
Springs, near Senatobia,
in the Mississippi hill
country, in 1907 or 1908.
Fred McDowell, from the
same area, was a good
friend of his. As a child
Othar learnt to make and
play the cane fife, but
like his father he made
his living as a sharecropping farmer. Avoiding
getting into debt to the plantation store, and
perhaps supplemented by earnings from his
music, Othar was able to buy his own farm. In the
fifties he was discovered by Alan Lomax, George
Mitchell recorded him in the sixties, and
recordings of Othar by these folklorists have
appeared on a number of compilations.

A handwritten sign at the front desk of the hotel at
Seventh and L streets in Sacramento states,
"Sorry we don't have a can opener." Visitors are
not allowed up to the rooms because
management wants to control who's coming and
going, who's stealing, fighting or freeloading. But
that was OK by him. In his final days, he was skin
and bone and barely able to function, a sickly
ghost of a man with sad, empty eyes. Through two
decades of drug and alcohol addiction he
squandered nearly everything - his family, friends,
prestigious banking job, beautiful Marin County
home, his joy for life, his vast talent, his intellect
and, especially, his dignity.
They found Vance Terry in Room 226, lying in
bed. There was a stench to the room. In his last
days, he was too weak to get out of bed even to
use the bathroom. Terry had checked in Oct. 5,
paid $350 a month for a 12-by-12-foot room with a
bed, a dresser and sheets changed weekly. On
Feb. 2, two weeks after his 67th birthday, they
carried him out. The cause of death was
atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease -- his heart
had given out.

In the seventies Othar's Rising Star Fife and Drum
band appeared at the New Orleans Jazz and
Heritage Festival, and subsequently appeared at
festivals all over the US. He supplemented his
income by selling home-made recordings of his
music, and by making and selling his cane fifes.
When playing in Clarksdale, Mississippi in 1998,
his fife had been misplaced, but he was able to
6

Despite all appearances, Vance Terry was
anything but a forgotten man at the time of his
death. He was in two different music halls of
fame. People worshiped him as a musical genius.
They remembered the days when he brought joy
to so many with his talent, when he would wail
away at his steel guitar, playing a complex mix of
jazz, blues and country known as Western swing.
Eyebrows would rise. Mouths would drop. His
stumpy legs would dance over the foot pedals as
his fingers strummed across 22 strings on two
separate necks.

eventually had to turn him away. He wouldn't
change. He wouldn't get better. It seemed he
didn't want to.
"It was a very ugly ending," said Rozlyn Terry, 41,
one of six children. "I don't feel anyone has the
kind of karma to deserve how he died. I prayed for
almost the last year for him to die. I wanted him
out of his pain. That wasn't him in the end. That
was somebody else."
The trip from the good old days to his deathbed in
Room 226 was a long one, complete with early
success in music and business, then a long, selfdestructive tumble. Born in 1934, Terry's rise to
the top began in the early 1950s, just as widely
popular Western swing was about to be cast aside
by something called Rock’n’Roll. Accomplished at
17, he was already playing steel for Billy Jack
Wills, a headliner at the lively Wills Point ballroom
on Auburn Boulevard. After World War II,
Sacramento was a Western swing hotbed. In
1955, Terry recorded 17 songs with Billy Jack's
brother, Bob Wills and his Texas Playboys, the
top Western swing act in the country. In 1956,
Wills Point burned to the ground and was never
rebuilt.

In his prime, he was an artist with guitar picks on
three fingers and a thumb. He never seemed to
play it the same way twice. No one knew what
was coming, what thrilling sound the great Vance
Terry would create next. "I hope people will
realize," said Paul Warnik, a collector from Illinois
who owns Terry's 1951 Bigsby pedal steel guitar,
"that he was a somebody even though he died like
a nobody."

By the time he enrolled in then Chico State
College to get a business degree, Terry was
recognized as a musical prodigy with a distinctive
sound. Looking back, many believe he was the
best steel player in the nation for his time. "I heard
him play and was just knocked out cold," said
Tom Morrell of Little Elm, Texas, who at 62
remains a top steel player.

To this day, steel players study Terry's technique,
his sound, his chord progressions. They play his
recordings over and over until his uncanny skills
become clearer. The steel guitar, shaped
somewhat like a keyboard and strummed by a
player who is usually seated, is a major part of
Western swing. Some players moved to Northern
California just to be near Terry and study with a
great innovator. On the Internet they talk about
Terry's music the world over, although there are
only a few known recordings. His old steel
guitars? They're collectors' items.

Although the music Terry played had country
roots, his heart was in jazz and his instincts
compelled him to search for new sounds and
combinations of notes. "As young as he was, he
was a genius. He was in a class by himself," said
Lloyd Jones, whose Western swing band plays
regular gigs in Sacramento. Terry's innovative jazz
style reached new heights when he joined Jimmie
Rivers and the Cherokees. The "Brisbane Bop"
CD features live recordings at the Bay Area's 23
Club from 1961-64.

The deep respect people had for this musician is
a startling contrast to what people may have seen
in Terry's final years. To passers-by, he was
indistinguishable from other misfits, drifters and
street people. Maybe you encountered this aging,
rickety man on a downtown sidewalk and saw just
another lost soul with an empty, disoriented gaze,
stumbling, perhaps, as he reached to the ground
for a cigarette butt. Maybe you saw him with his
face black and blue and swollen, the aftermath of
this or that beating when a drug buy went sour.
Maybe you saw him and thought, "How sad, how
pathetic." More likely, as many seemed to do, you
saw only what he had become, not what he was.
In his final years, Terry had burned most of his
bridges. People who cared for him, bailed him out,
sobered him up, fed him and lent him money

"When I heard it, it just knocked my socks off,"
said Billy Wilson, 49, a steel player in west
Oakland. "It's just a party on wheels." "He was like
a surgeon," said musician Stogy Buckhorn. "He
could reach in and extract a note that nobody else
could. Billie Holiday, Charlie Parker, John
Coltrane - put him in the same class, because
that's where he belongs. They had the ability to
make a statement with music that nobody else
could make. Nobody could duplicate John
Coltrane, and nobody could duplicate Vance
Terry."
By then, his music was already a part-time
endeavour. In 1958, Terry had graduated cum
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laude from Chico State with a business degree.
He wanted a steady job. Those who knew him say
he was equally gifted with numbers. Terry worked
his way up to vice president at Bank of America.
Friends remember visiting his office on the 50th
floor in San Francisco. Terry married for a second
time and by the late 1960s had built a milliondollar home in Novato overlooking the Marin
Country Club. Already the father of a young son
and daughter, Terry had adopted his new wife's
four children. By most accounts, these were
happy times.

Charlotte and Wendell Moore were among the last
who tried to help. They met Terry in 1988 and
hired him to do the books for their Fairfield
construction business. Charlotte was struck that
this broken man who couldn't manage his own life
could easily set the company books straight in
preparation for a complicated tax audit.
The Moores gave him work and support. They
drove him around. They made him their friend. But
they couldn't keep him away from drugs and
booze. "He was living day to day. He was a very
kind and very generous person," said Charlotte
Moore. "When he was on the street needing a
place to stay, we put him up in a hotel. I had a
friend in AA, and he said that the more you do for
him and help him get out of his scrape, the longer
it's going to take. Eventually, we had to say 'We
can't help you.' It was a very difficult thing to say to
somebody you knew didn't have a place to stay or
a thing to eat."

Then someone introduced him to cocaine - not a
musician, a stockbroker. Soon, Terry wanted to do
nothing else but get high. He mortgaged the
house to pay for more and more drugs, according
to one of his daughters. "He had an addictive
personality," Rozlyn Terry said from her Stinson
Beach home. "He and my mother were deeply in
love. It was the drugs that tore their relationship
apart and tore the family apart. He had been a
wonderful father, but I saw him become very
reclusive and paranoid. He would lock himself in
his office for days at a time."

As the drug habit worsened, Terry got beat up
several times. Once, someone stomped on his
hands so hard he was unable to play his steel
guitar. He bounced around in low-rent hotels until
he ended up at the Marshall. "The only time he left
his room was to go to the liquor store," said a
hotel employee who would not give his name.
"There are a lot of people like him in this town. No
one comes to see them until after they pass
away."

But he had good qualities, too, she said. "My
father was there for me in my formative years. He
taught me to be confident. I was already an adult
when he started to lose it." It took years for Terry
to lose it completely. In the last decade, he was in
and out of homeless shelters and dive hotels at
least a dozen times. All the while, several people
tried their best to help. He went from snorting
powder cocaine to smoking crack. He was in
rehab clinics at least three times. And everywhere
he went, his musical reputation preceded him. He
was the great Vance Terry. Even when he was
homeless, people would relish the chance to hear
him play. His musical skills, it seems, were the
last to go.

On Christmas Day, Terry's only biological child,
Brooke Diane Terry, called the front desk. Friends
had cautioned her not to go to the hotel. The sight
of her father would be too shocking, they told her.
"This is Vance Terry's daughter," she said. "Will
you please tell him that I love him? Make sure he
knows that I love him." A hotel employee
confirmed that Terry received the message. Five
weeks later he was dead.

"The best music Vance ever played he played with
my band (in the '60s)," said Rivers, 75, of
Placerville. "He was like a son to me. I helped
Vance get through college. I was so very proud of
him. He was a very bright young man. "He got a
job at the Bank of America and climbed the ladder
so fast. He was in charge of big, big money.
When his stockbroker introduced him to cocaine,
it was all downhill. He went down so fast that I
tried to avoid him because it broke my goddamn
heart every time I saw him." Chuck Wright, 75,
knew Terry from the early years. He built Terry's
famous Sierra double-11, 19-pedal steel guitar. In
the 1960s, Wright lost touch with Terry until 1993.
By then, his old friend was on the skids.

Terry's sad ending makes it difficult for those who
loved him. How do you remember someone who
destroyed himself? Whose final years were so
awful but who left behind such beautiful music?
How do you describe a man who was a somebody
even though he died like a nobody? The music,
friends say, will live on. The awful memories may
fade, though reminders will always be there of
how drugs can bring a man to his knees. "I refuse
to keep any negative memories of Vance," said
Jones. "I have a million great memories, and
those are the ones I choose to keep with me."
The first step toward realigning the memory of
Vance Terry was at a tribute on March 18. They
played all the old songs and reminisced. Then
family and friends made short speeches about a
man and his music, about who he was, what he
became, and that he was, after all, a somebody.

"I had put him on a pedestal. I was proud that he
played my merchandise," Wright said. "But when I
saw him, I was devastated. I couldn't believe how
a man could come down so far. "He's in a better
place right now. I don't care where it is - he's in a
better place than he was a few weeks ago."
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temper. Paycheck finally found his match in
George Jones. He stayed with Jones for four
years, fronting the Jones Boys between 1962 and
1966, and singing backup on George's hits "I'm a
People," "The Race is On," and "Love Bug."

Johnny Paycheck - RIP
31 May 1938 - 18th February 2003
The first that many people ever heard of Johnny
Paycheck was in 1977, when his "Take This Job
and Shove It" inspired one-man wildcat strikes all
over America. The next time was in 1985, when
he was arrested for shooting a man at a bar in
Hillsboro, Ohio. That Paycheck is remembered for
a fairly musical novelty song and a violent crime
(for which he spent two years in prison) is a
shame, for it just so happens that
he is one of the mightiest honkytonkers of his time. Born and
raised
in
Greenfield,
Ohio,
Paycheck was performing in talent
contests by the age of nine, and
riding the rails as a drifter by the
time he turned fifteen. After a Navy
stint landed him in the brig for two
years, he arrived in Nashville,
where he performed in the bands
of Porter Wagoner, Faron Young,
Ray Price and George Jones. He
recorded several singles under the
name Donny Young, then, in 1965,
cut his first sides as Johnny Paycheck for the
Hilltop label. A year later, he and Gadfly producer
Aubrey Mayhew started the Little Darlin' label, for
which Paycheck recorded his greatest work.
Marked by Lloyd Green's knockout steel guitar
and Paycheck's broad, resonant vocals his Little
Darlin' records of the 1960s have since become
cult favourites. After splitting with Mayhew (and
after running his life into the gutter) Paycheck
made a celebrated comeback on Epic in the
1970s. "Take This Job and Shove It" was the
most famous result, though ballads like "She's All
I Got" and "Someone to Give My Love To" are far
more indicative of his stylistic range.

Toward the end of his stint with Jones, Donald
Lytle refashioned himself as Johnny Paycheck,
taking his name from a Chicago heavyweight
boxer. Late in 1965, he re-launched his solo
career with the assistance of producer Aubrey
Mayhew, who produced a pair of singles - "A-11"
and "Heartbreak Tennessee" - for
Hilltop Records. Though it only
charted at number 26, "A-11"
caused a sensation within the
country community, earning several
Grammy nominations as well as
reviews that compared Paycheck to
his mentor, George Jones. In 1966,
he and Mayhew formed Little
Darlin' Records, primarily designing
the label to promote Paycheck, but
also recording Jeannie C. Riley,
Bobby Helms and Lloyd Green.
That
summer,
"The
Lovin'
Machine" became Johnny's first
Top Ten hit. Also that year, he wrote Tammy
Wynette's first hit, "Apartment #9," with Bobby
Austin and Fuzzy Owen; Paycheck also wrote Ray
Price's number three hit "Touch My Heart."
All of Paycheck's recordings for Little Darlin'
Records rank among his grittiest, hardest country
but they weren't necessarily big hits Between 1967
and 1969, Paycheck had eight more hit singles,
with each record progressively charting at a lower
position than its predecessor - "Motel Time Again"
reached number 13 in early 1967, which "If I'm
Gonna Sink" climbed to number 73 in late 1968.
Though "Wherever You Are" showed signs of a
comeback in the summer of 1969, peaking at
number 31, the label went bankrupt shortly after
its release, partially due to Paycheck's declining
commercial performance, partially due to his
heavy drinking and erratic behaviour. Over the
course of the next year, he moved to California
and sunk deeply into substance abuse.
Meanwhile, Billy Sherrill at Epic Records had been
searching for Paycheck with the hopes of
producing his records. The label finally tracked
him down in 1971 and offered him a contract,
provided that he cleaned himself up. Paycheck
accepted the offer and with Sherrill's assistance,
he kicked his addictions.

Born Donald Eugene Lytle, Paycheck began
playing guitar when he was six, and within three
years, he was performing talent contests across
the state. When he was 15, he ran away from
home, hitchhiking and hoboing his away across
the country, singing in honky tonks and clubs
along the way. By his late teens, he had joined the
Navy, but while he was serving, he assaulted a
superior officer and was convicted of court
martial. As a result, he spent two years in the brig.
Upon his release, he moved to Nashville, where
he made the acquaintance of Buddy Killen at
Decca Records, who offered him a contract. At
Decca, Paycheck released two rockabilly singles
on the label under the name Donny Young;
neither were hits. Shortly afterward, he moved to
Mercury where he released two country singles,
which were also failures. By that time, he had
begun supporting other musicians, playing bass
and occasionally steel guitar with Porter Wagoner,
Faron Young and Ray Price. He frequently moved
between employers because of his short-fused

Like many of Sherrill's records of the early '70s,
his Johnny Paycheck recordings were heavily
produced and often layered with stings. Though
this was a shift from the hardcore country that
Paycheck made on Little Darlin', the new
approach was a hit - his debut single for the label,
"She's All I Got," became a number two hit upon
its fall 1971 release. It was quickly followed by
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another Top Ten hit, "Someone to Give My Love
To," and Paycheck was finally becoming a star.
During the next four years, he had 12 additional
hit singles - including 1973's Top Ten singles
"Something About You I Love" and "Mr.
Lovemaker," and 1974's "For a Minute There" with the more accessible, pop-oriented Sherrill
crafted for him, but Paycheck's wild ways hadn't
changed all that much. In 1972, he was convicted
of check forgery and in 1976, he was saddled with
a paternity suit, tax problems, and bankruptcy.
Accordingly, he shifted his musical style in the
mid-’70s to put him in step with the renegade
outlaw country movement.

Shortly after the twin success of those singles, his
career began to crumble due to his excessive,
violent behaviour. In 1979, his former manager
Glenn Ferguson began a prolonged and difficult
legal battle. In 1981, a flight attendant for Frontier
Airlines sued him for slander after he began a
fight on a plane. The following year, he was
arrested for alleged rape. The charges were later
reduced and he was fined, but by that point, Epic
had had enough and dropped him from the label.
Paycheck moved over to AMI, where he had a
number of small hit singles between 1984 and
1985. Later in 1985, he had a bar-room brawl with
a stranger in Hillsboro, Ohio that ended with
Paycheck shooting and injuring his opponent. The
singer was arrested for aggravated assault and
spent the next four years appealing the sentence,
while he recorded for Mercury Records. None of
his singles for the label reached the Top 40, and
he was dropped from the label in 1987. He spent
1988 at Desperado Records before signing with
Damascus the following year, following his
conversion to Christianity.

Johnny Paycheck's first outlaw album, 1976's 11
Months and 29 Days (which happened to be the
length of his suspended sentence for passing a
bad check), featured a photo of him in a jail cell on
the cover, signalling his change of direction.
Initially, his outlaw records weren't hits, but early in
1977 he returned to the Top Ten with a pair of
Top Ten singles, "Slide Off of Your Satin Sheets"
and "I'm the Only Hell (Mama Ever Raised)." Later
that year, he released his cover of David Allan
Coe's "Take This Job and Shove It," which
became his biggest hit, spending two weeks at
number one; its B-side, "Colorado Kool-Aid," also
charted at number 50. Soon, Paycheck's records
were becoming near-parodies of his lifestyle, as
the title "Me and the I.R.S." and "D.O.A. (Drunk on
Arrival)" indicated. Nevertheless, he stayed at the
top of the charts, with "Friend, Lover, Wife" and
"Maybellene" both reaching number seven in late
1978 and early 1979.

In 1989, Paycheck's appeals had expired and he
was sentenced to the Chillicothe Correctional
Institute. Johnny spent two years at the prison,
even performing a concert with Merle Haggard at
the jail during his stint, before being released on
parole in January of 1991. Following his release,
Paycheck kept a low profile, playing shows in
Branson, Missouri and recording for the small
label, Playback Records.
Dan Cooper
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I have never forgotten a dreadful news item I read
in the late ‘50s (but I don’t claim that it was in any
way typical). A 15 year-old schoolgirl discovered
that she was pregnant by her equally young
boyfriend. Instead of telling their respective
parents, they went out one night, laid their heads
on the local railway line and were decapitated by a
train.

1950’S SCRAPBOOK
Part 5

SEX
by Neil Foster

The general situation was not helped by the lack
of sex education in schools, which, too often,
consisted of detailed descriptions of procreation in
the frog world, in Biology lessons. Homosexuality
just wasn’t discussed at all and was only
mentioned in dirty jokes, until the
Wolfenden Report of 1957 focused
attention on it, as well as other forms of
sexual activity. There were always plenty
of stories involving Scoutmasters and, in
fact, just after I left the Scouts in the early
‘50s (I was a Peewit!) I was shocked to
learn that my Scoutmaster had been
accused of committing indecent acts with
some of the boys.

I didn’t get much in the ‘50s! That would go, I
think, for most teenagers until they got engaged or
married. There might be a bit of furtive groping in
the back row of the cinema but “full” sex was to be
had only with “common” girls or prostitutes.
Most “respectable” girls were at pains to
avoid being thought of as “easy” or “a hot
number”.
Getting engaged, certainly, was often the
signal for “heavy petting”, usually stopping
short of intercourse. Couples realized that
it would probably be a long time before
they could afford to get married so most
took a realistic attitude to the sexual urge.

Since I had recently been to his house to be
tested on “Kim’s Game” (a memorization test for
your badge, involving the recall of many different
objects spread on a table) I realized what a
narrow escape I had had! (I exaggerate: I was
never in any danger as he didn’t make the
slightest sexual advance, even though there were
only the two of us in the house: he lived alone.)

Unmarried mothers still suffered from social
stigmatism and the “double standard” for men was
in full swing: in those pre-pill, pre-permissive days
(far too much alliteration there) the problem of
contraception was left to the male and if he
slipped up (through carelessness or “couldn’tcare-lessness”) it was usually the female who
suffered or took the blame. There was a girl in my
hometown who became pregnant by her
boyfriend, who also happened to be coloured
(horror of horrors!). Her strict father immediately
disowned her and if anyone asked about his
daughter, he replied through pursed lips, “I don’t
have a daughter!”

In the library where I worked, sex manuals, along
with illustrated medical books, especially on
Obstetrics or Gynaecology, were not kept on the
open shelves but in a locked case, issued to
readers only on special request. Ian Fleming’s
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“Casino Royale” was in there, too, because of
the scene where Bond is strapped to a chair
and tortured with a carpet-beater duffing up his
genitals!
This arrangement infuriated one reader, a
recently married woman, who came into the
library and found all the sex manuals locked
away. “Are natural functions a crime, then?”
she demanded at the top of her voice. To be
fair to the library authorities, the reason they
were not on the open shelves was that they
were often stolen or defaced by some of the
odder characters who infest libraries.
I think it is accurate to say that most
adolescents’ knowledge of Sex in the ‘50s was
derived from dirty jokes, folklore, garbled
information, Hank Janson novels and reading
between the lines in the pages of newspapers
like the “News of the World”. (My friend once
borrowed a Barbara Cartland book about sex
and smuggled it under his coat to our house
but even though it included titillating phrases
like “bodies working together”, it was as much
practical use as her novels! The truth remained
that an ounce of practice was worth a ton of
theory.)
I have remarked elsewhere on the sexual
honesty of the film “Room at the Top” and the
heart-rending acting of Simone Signoret, for
which she won a well-deserved Oscar.
Unfortunately, in the same film, there occurs a
completely unconvincing sex scene. Laurence
Harvey, as anti-hero Joe Lampton, eventually
seduces the virginal Heather Sears, playing the
part of Susan Brown, the boss’s daughter. This
takes place in a hay-loft, which the director, for
some reason, imagined was a romantic location
for sexual initiation. In real-life, nothing could be
more uncomfortable (except a beach, according
to a friend of mine who had sex with his girlfriend
on the sand hills at Southport. His verdict, “Now I
know why they call it a grind!”)

WANT TO MAKE MORE MONEY?
John Howard’s amazing, get-rich quick
scheme… and it works! Verified by members
of the 'Tales From The Woods' editorial board.
Have you dreamed about working from the
comfort of your own house? Wish you could be
your own boss, working as much or as little as you
like? Swinging in a hammock in the sunshine of
your garden, swigging on a cold drink, while the
mugs stuck on the 9 to 5 treadmill complain about
their earnings, and complain, too, about the
amount of money you seem to have.

Heather comes skipping ecstatically out of the
barn, holding her hands behind her, smiling
idiotically, her posh voice trilling, “Wasn’t it
wonderful? Wasn’t it the most wonderful,
wonderful thing that ever happened to you?”
Harvey grunts monosyllabically and without
enthusiasm. (That bit’s authentic! We blokes are
like that – we can walk away from a loveless sex
act, like a dog, satisfied!) However, Heather’s
behaviour is completely untrue to life because (a)
most ‘50s girls who had just lost their virginity after
(unprotected) sex would be terrified of pregnancy
and “what will I tell Mum and Dad?” and (b) in any
case, one thing has not changed in 50 years –
most people’s first sexual experience is
disappointing, not wonderful!
THE END







I've had these dreams, too, but that kind of
success always seemed beyond me. After all,
what chance did I have of getting rich quick? I'm
over 50 with NO SKILLS, NO UNIVERSITY
EDUCATION, and NO CREDIT RATING. Well,
that's precisely why I developed the Instant Made
Up Money Plan. It changed my life... immediately.
Friends who had considered me a loser, a nohoper, a deadbeat and a bum treated me with
new respect. Women who had previously ignored
me hung on my every word. Right from the first
day, I was able to tell friends and neighbours that I
made £80,000 a year working from home! It was
SO EASY! I needed NO SPECIAL TRAINING,
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and there were NO STARTUP COSTS.

your own living-room couch, sitting back and
watching the money roll in? Of course it would.
Unfortunately, there's no such thing. But I'm not
talking about some get-rich-quick scheme. I am
talking about FOOLING PEOPLE into THINKING
you got rich quick. The envy in their eyes is worth
the effort.

With the Instant Made-Up Money Plan, you, too,
can tell people that you've achieved financial
independence without even breaking a sweat. DO
NOT miss out on this amazing opportunity. To get
you started right away, follow these details, and
you, too, can dazzle strangers, workmates and
neighbours with your imaginary wealth. Soon,
you'll be saying, "It was so easy!" and "It only took
a few minutes a day!" and "Finally, I have the
home and car I've always wanted!”

Wouldn't you like to call up that pretty girl you've
had your eye on and say, "Let's go on a luxury
Caribbean vacation soon, I’m paying? What do
you want? A country house? A new sports car?
Your own private jet? It could all be yours in your
mind, and in the minds of the people you tell. The
only limit is your imagination.

How does it work, you ask? It's simple! All you
have to do is concoct a story about your
AMAZING
FINANCIAL
SUCCESS.
Soon,
everyone you know will hear how you made
£7,000 in your first month, without even leaving
home. Do you own a computer? Do you know the
whereabouts of a photocopier? If the answer to
either question is yes, you can send letters to
thousands of people you don't know and tell them
YOU ARE MAKING YOUR DREAMS COME
TRUE! What are you waiting for? Wouldn't you
like to see your picture in newspapers and
magazine ads? Could you imagine seeing your
glowing recommendation for the Instant Made-Up
Money Plan in a mass e-mail spam from who
knows where? Everyone will want to hear about
the fortune you claim you made.









Mr Angry Has His Say
(The next in an occasional series)

FROM LOONY LEFT TO
RAVING RIGHT
Part 2:
Student grants/loans are only one area where I
seem to have adopted what is generally regarded
as a rightwing agenda, but there are quite a few
others. I am strongly in favour of means-testing all
State benefits and abolishing unemployment
benefit altogether. Instead of the latter, ablebodied people should be required to work for
charities or do other socially useful work in
exchange for a basic minimum wage. George
used to do voluntary work at Oxfam, yet many
claiming unemployment benefit-moonlight doing
jobs on the side. By making them work for their
money this scam could be stopped once and for
all. Why should the middle and upper classes
(including Duchesses and peers of the realm) and
the upwardly mobile working class get child
benefit for increasing the overpopulation problem?
Means tested income support should be used
instead to help those in need, not universal
benefits. Similarly with the Winter Fuel Allowance
which almost everyone over 60 gets, even if they
are working and earning a huge wage. What a
waste of taxpayers’ money!

Why slave away at a job, barely eking out a living,
when you could claim any salary you like? How
much money do you want to say you make?
£25,000? £250,000? £1 MILLION? THE SKY'S
THE LIMIT! If you can say the number, you can
tell people that's how much money you rake in.
Best of all, you will pay NO TAXES. And, because
you are not making any money, this plan is 100%
legal. The Instant Made -Up Money Plan may not
be honest, but it is TOTALLY LEGAL.
This is NOT a multi-level marketing scam. It is not
one of those make-money-at-home schemes that
don't work. You will not be selling life insurance,
glazing or kitchens. You will not be selling a bunch
of worthless products nobody wants. With the
amazing Made-Up Money Plan, you will not be
selling ANYTHING. All you will be doing is telling
fibs. That's all. Thousands of British people
receive tax-free money from the government for
education,
new
businesses,
and
home
improvement grants. But the problem with these
money-making schemes is YOU DON'T
QUALIFY. You would have to actually go to school
or start a business or buy a house to get a piece
of the action. But can you lie? YES, YOU CAN!
You've done it a million times in your life, to a
million people, your ex-wife, your parents, the
boss at your old job. With the Made-Up Money
Plan, all you have to do is lie about something
else... your salary.

Then there is the question of so-called LGBT
(Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender rights ridiculous 'politically correct' terminology, why can't
they just all call themselves 'gay'?). I think some
of these 'rights' have gone too far. Why should
gay couples, or single people for that matter, be
allowed to adopt children? It is not in the best
interests of most children to be brought up by two
men or two women. I know from my own
experience that children need the role models of a
mother and father. I was denied a father figure,
and I'm sure that is one reason I turned out gay.
Although it had its good points, not least my

Wouldn't it be great to work from the comfort of
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wonderful partner George, it has been a difficult
life-style with many problems along the way, and I
believe where possible children should have the
benefit of a stable family background with both a
mother and father. Of course, due to death,
separation and divorce this is not always possible,
but I feel there are only a minority of cases where
children would actually benefit from being brought
up by a single parent, or in a lesbian or gay
household (such as if the child is already a gay
adolescent and actually asks to be adopted into
such a household). I do not personally regard
children as part of the gay lifestyle, but if gays and
lesbians really want to adopt children a possible
solution would be for a gay male couple and
lesbian couple to jointly adopt, living together as
an extended family, so the child has both male
and female role models to follow. Exceptions
should, of course, be made where the natural
father or mother's heterosexual relationship
breaks-up and they then enter into a gay
relationship, but even in these cases it might be
best for custody to be granted to the ex-partner
NOT in a gay relationship if that is deemed in the
best interests of the children.

neat little box labelled 'leftwing politics' or
'politically correct'. I say what I think, and if people
disagree that is their prerogative, but I still feel it
needs to be said.

Tony 'Colonel Blimp' Papard









Letters to the Editor
Quatro v Lamarr
Regarding the comments from Bill Millar and
Ken Major about the Quatro/Lamarr
programmes, there can be no real comparison
as they have different approaches. The
Quatro show is not meant to be educational,
just plain nostalgia. In this she succeeds; a
number of the records she plays I would
never have, but as a reminder of times gone
by they make for a pleasant hours listening .I
must say that I find her presentation at times
almost embarrassing, usually going for a leak
at the Rock'n'Roll Memory spot.

As to gays joining the armed forces, if they must
do so why is it necessary to shout their sexual
preferences from the barrack rooftops? The
majority of gay men are totally unsuited to military
life, and there are problems with having gays
sharing barracks with straight men and women.
There are also problems with having known gays
(and women) on the front line in battlefields for
obvious reasons. But overshadowing all this, now
that gays are openly accepted into the armed
forces does this mean next time there is a big war
gays will be not be able to opt out of being
conscripted into the armed services on account of
their sexual orientation and perhaps unsuitable
temperament? If so, millions of individuals will be
conscripted
who
are
psychologically,
temperamentally and physically unsuited to
military life. (I know many joined ENSA in the
Second World War but there must be a limit to
how many concert artists the military require). As
a pacifist I am of course biased, but I have no
sympathy whatsoever with gays who wish to
openly join the military services, and I also
suspect their motives. Do they perhaps just have
a uniform fetish or have fantasies about sleeping
in a barrack room full of soldiers? We all know the
problems the Navy in particular has experienced
with men cooped up without women for months on
end, but to openly recruit gays into the armed
services living in close proximity with members of
their own sex is just asking for trouble in my view.
Join the police force by all means, but not an
excessively macho war-fighting machine only fit
for psychotic sadists, murderers, morons, yobbos
and bully-boys.

On the other hand I have discovered a
number of fine tracks courtesy of Mark
Lamarr and, coupled to some of his
comments, I with my limited knowledge have
learnt things. There are a significant number
of records he plays though, that enforce my
long held view that a lot of records did not
sell well because they were not good enough.
I do not subscribe to the view that was
certainly prevalent among collectors thirty
years ago that if it is obscure then it must be
good.
Bill, you swindled me with that jacket. I don't
know what material it is made of but for
some unknown reason it has shrunk and I can
no longer do it up. Can I have my three half
crowns back please?
Alan Hardcastle
Flawed Website
In response to the letter from a Nick Common (if I
remember correctly) I feel that I must register the
strongest protest regarding too many photos of
my drop-dead gorgeous G.P. Doctor Dale in your
esteemed magazine. I understand that this Mr
Common is a hybrid look-alike of Bobby Vee,
Fabian and Ricky Nelson and therefore unlikely to
feature in your magazine while Doctor Dale is a
combination of Gene Vincent in his last months,
Lee Marvin and Winnie Churchill.

Well, I'm sure I've offended a lot of liberal
sentiments in this article. But I won't be put into a
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country charts. His first million seller was ‘Walking
The Floor Over You’, a song that has been
recorded countless times over the last 50 years by
such diverse artists as Merle Haggard and Jerry
Lee Lewis. During his years with the label he
recorded with the Andrews Sisters (‘Biting My
Fingernails’), Red Foley (‘Goodnight Irene’) and in
the 1960s cut a series of albums with Loretta
Lynn.

He dug extremely deeply with me in his surgery to
cure my nagging allergy and, as a private patient
of his, I am able to use his three toilets at the
surgery. The great man also insisted that I used
the outside loo to fertilise his splendid lawn
together with his bitch Afghan hound at £200 per
shot (patients are never sent bills) and his toilet
attendant John ‘Mr Angry’ Howard never fails to
deliver the cash to our favourite Doctor.
In retrospect what would a girl like most? A)
expensive, exciting shits at Doctor Dale’s or B)
tea, muffins and Ricky Nelson at Mr Common’s? I
am a lady of slightly mixed race – Nigerian,
Jewish, Chinese and Pakistani – living
approximately five miles from Dalewood House
and can emphatically state that I am proud to be
the secretary of his fan club. On his orders Mr
Papard’s CND crew will be pelted with eggs in the
near future.
Fatima Esther Chung Babatunde-Pratt.







He remained with Decca (and its off-shoot MCA)
until 1975, his final album with MCA being simply
entitled ‘Ernest Tubb’. In 1955 he was one of the
first to cover Chuck Berry’s ‘Thirty Days’ (not
covered by this collection that closes in 1952). A
chunky 48-page booklet accompanies the set with
session details for each title. The CDs aren’t
presented in chronological order but are divided
into ‘themes’; ‘Walking The Floor Over You – The
Hits Vol 1’, ‘Slippin’ Around – The Hits Vol 2’,
‘Time After Time – Writers Galore’ and ‘Blue Eyed
Elaine – Tubb The Songwriter’. A wonderful tribute
to a great artist.



Frolicks from The
Funkster

On the other side of the coin we have the Welsh
boyo Tom Jones. It’s amazing how his career just
goes on and on. I’m not keen on his current
material but I chanced upon a re-issue of his very
first album on Decca, ‘Green Green Grass Of
Home’ for under £3.00. Chock-a-block with a host
of familiar titles – ‘He’ll Have To Go’, ‘Sixteen
Tons’, ‘Cool Water’, ‘Riders In The Sky’, ‘Dallas
Fraziers Mohair Sam And Margaret Rich’, ‘Field Of
Yellow Daisies’ (that was Charlie’s wife…). Very
impressive was the arrangement of ‘Ring Of Fire’ no horns but some stinging guitar work (Big Jim
Sullivan perhaps or maybe a young Jimmy
Page?). 14 songs and all original U.K. Decca
studio cuts. There are a number of box sets etc.
around which feature ‘70s/’80s Canadian TV
versions of the hits.

It was reported that Bert Weedon received
undisclosed damages from the BBC when, in a
TV programme ‘Jailhouse Rock’, it was suggested
that the celebrated Mr W learned his craft while
being held at the pleasure of Her Majesty (to you,
my fellow readers, he was in prison at the time).
Weedon, now 82, sued the Beeb saying that it
was entirely false that he had been in prison.
It was also reported that Simon and Garfunkel
appeared on stage at the New York Grammy
awards and sang ‘The Sounds Of Silence’ when
the two have not appeared on stage together for
over ten years. Seemingly, Simon had been
badmouthing Garfunkel and dismissed his
contribution to the duo’s work.

While on the subject of TV, anyone see the
marvellous BBC2 ‘Lost Highway – The Story Of
nd
Country Music’ that started on February 22 ? It
starts with the Carter family and moves through to
bluegrass (Ralph Stanley, Flatt and Scruggs and,
Mr Bluegrass himself, Bill Munroe). Some
amazing clips from appearances on the Grand
Ole Opry and interviews with Emmylou Harris,
Ricky Skaggs and Stanley himself. As I write, the
remaining three parts are still to be shown. There
is a BBC book published to coincide with the
series but, at £19.00, it’s a tad expensive. Part two
deals with Hank Williams.

I notice that Jerry Lee’s ‘Whole Lotta Shakin’
Going On’ was featured in a Walkers Crisp ad,
Salt’n’Shake on ITV.
On the re-issue front, Proper’s new four CD box
set on Ernest Tubb has surely got to take the
proverbial biscuit. ‘The Texas Troubadour’ (Box
54) features no less than 100 titles from one of
the most legendary artists of country music.
Ernest Tubb signed with Decca in 1941 and
throughout his career had countless hits on the
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Well, in three months time (provided we’ve not
been blasted out of existence) I’m off to seek
fame and fortune in the Big Apple, as long as it all
happens inside of a week. Yes, the Funkster is
going to descend upon New York. (God help them
– H)

Rock'n'Roll, and certainly the most inspirational
figure to hundreds of skifflers across the U.K.
throughout the mid-to-late ‘50s. All 43 singles
issued on Decca and Pye between 1956 and 1967
are included here (mind you, I remember buying a
black label Pye Nixa single, issued in about 1958,
from Moondogs in the mid-seventies. The songs
were ‘Midnight Special’ and ‘When The Sun Goes
Down’, however, this may have been an export
release – any lightshedders out there?
Also, a single was
issued on Columbia
during the first flush of
Donegan-mania, ‘On A
Christmas Day/Take
My Hand Precious
Lord’ but, oh well.).

The Funkster








C.D. REVIEWS
Hard Rock Bunter, a.k.a. Brian Clark) with a look at

The whole thing rightly kicks off with the original
version of the song that made a star of Lonnie and
of our esteemed editor in his Tottenham
classroom in early 1956 (I remember singing
‘Build Me Up Buttercup’ in front of mine!). Hands
up those who prefer the Pye re-cut of ‘Rock
Island’ to the Decca recording – what, Bunter as
well? Of the more under re-issued cuts in this set,
it’s especially good to see the slow, bluesy ‘I’m
Just A Rollin’ Stone’ which was B-side to ‘My Dixie
Darling’, the Latin-ish ‘Betty, Betty, Betty’ (a.k.a.
‘Betty And Dupree’) and, in particular, the minor
hit ‘Fort Worth Jail’, a storming, steaming
performance, arguably his wildest track (bettering
‘Cumberland Gap’ and ‘Jack O’Diamonds’) but
only a smallish hit… strange. To be sure, there
are peaks and troughs in this collection (‘World
Cup Willie’, ‘Beans In My Ears’ and ‘Auntie
Maggie’s Remedy’ certainly fall into this category)
but the best is outstanding and, all in all, this
singles anthology is a fine tribute to a truly special
talent. Superb sleeve notes by Stuart Colman
along with some record labels and sheet music
front covers feature in the fold-out insert.

Lonnie Donegan - Rock Island Line - The
Singles Anthology 1955 - 1967 - Castle
CMETD580
Rock Island Line | John Henry | Diggin' My Potatoes |
Bury My Body | Lost John | Stewball | Bring A Little
Water, Sylvie | Dead Or Alive | Don't You Rock Me
Daddy-O | I'm Alabammy Bound | Cumberland Gap |
Love Is Strange | Gamblin' Man | Puttin' On The Style |
My Dixie Darling | I'm Just A Rollin' Stone | Jack
O'Diamonds | Ham'n' Eggs | The Grand Coolie Dam |
Nobody Loves Like An Irishman | Sally, Don't You
Grieve | Betty, Betty, Betty | Lonesome Traveller |
Times Are Getting Hard, Boys | Lonnie's Skiffle Party
Part I | Lonnie's Skiffle Party Part II | Tom Dooley |
Rock O' My Soul | Does Your Chewing Gum Lose Its
Flavour | Aunt Rhody | Fort Worth Jail | Whoa Buck |
Battle Of New Orleans | Darling Corey | Kevin Barry |
My Laggan Love | Sal's Got A Sugar Lip | Chesapeake
Bay | San Miguel | Talking Guitar Blues | My Old Man's
A Dustman | The Golden Vanity | I Wanna Go Home |
Jimmy Brown The Newsboy | Lorelei | In All My Wildest
Dreams | Lively | Black Cat | Virgin Mary | Beyond The
Sunset | Beneath The Willow | Leave My Woman
Alone | Have A Drink On Me | Seven Daffodils |
Michael Row The Boat | Lumbered | The Comancheros
| Ramblin' Round | The Party's Over | Over The
Rainbow | I'll Never Fall In Love Again | Keep On The
Sunny Side | Pick A Bale Of Cotton | Steal Away | The
Market Song | Tit Bits | Losing By A Hair | Trumpet
Sounds | It Was A Very Good Year | Rise Up | Lemon
Tree | I've Gotta Gal So Fine | 500 Miles Away From
Home | This Train | Beans In My Ears | It's A Long
Road To Travel | Fisherman's Luck | There's A Big
Wheel | Get Out Of My Life | Won't You Tell Me |
Louisiana Man | Bound For Zion | World Cup Willie |
Where In The World Are We Going | Auntie Maggie's
Remedy | My Sweet Marie

Wayne Hancock - A-Town Blues – Bloodshot
BS080
A-Town. Blues | Man Of The Road | Sands Of Time |
Miller, Jack & Mad Dog | Track 49 | Life's Lonesome
Road | Cow Cow Boogie | Route 23 | Happy Birthday
Julie | California Blues | Every Time | Viper | We Three
| Railroad Blues

It’s
noticeable
with
albums
by
Wayne
Hancock that they are
relatively inexpensive to
make from recording to
release. ‘A-Town Blues’,
his fourth album, is no
exception; in his typically
brief notes Hancock claims the whole session
took twenty hours, was mixed in a couple of days
and cost just under ten thousand dollars to put

This mid-priced triple set from Castle was first
planned in the early noughties; it finally appeared
in the shops at the back end of last year and,
sadly, acts as a memorial, a worthy one at that, to
the man who was Britain’s first major star of the
Rock'n'Roll era, even if he didn’t strictly play
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together, which is probably a third of what is
needed to put together a U2 album these days. As
with the ‘Thunderstorms And Neon Signs’ Album
of 1995, no drums are present but this is still a
highly enjoyable set of largely hillbilly boogie from
the Train and, in guitarists Dave Biller and Tony
Lake, steel guitarist Jeremy Wakefield and
bassists Shawn Supro and Ric Ramirez, he has
strong musical support.

music eventually eclipsed his wanting to be a
boxing champion and, for the first half of the ‘50s,
he worked in various clubs singing and playing
piano. In 1955 he met Johnny Otis and Maxwell
Davis, A & R man for Modern records, with whom
Beasley was to cut the sides that form this CD.
Jimmy first got onto record, however, as pianist on
a Johnny Otis session for Don Robey’s Peacock
label out of Houston, Texas (titles were ‘Butterball’
and ‘Sandy’s Boogie’). Davis and Beasley were,
all the while, becoming fast friends and, by early
1956, Jimmy Beasley became a Modern recording
artist.

There are two ballads in this collection; I wasn’t
crazy about Wayne’s take on the attractive song
‘Every Time’ but he injects more of a bluesy
feeling into the standard ‘We Three’ which I found
okay. Of course, there’s plenty of juke joint jumpin’
boogie here and the title track certainly fits into
that category, as does ‘Miller, Jack & Mad Dog’
and the especially tasty ‘Life's Lonesome Road’. I
liked ‘Railroad Blues’ which bears the ambience of
a Hank Williams demo, great guitar on this. Also
getting the Bunter thumbs-up is the gritty midtempo ‘California Blues’ which has good guitar
and bass solos within. ‘Viper’, written by Thomas
‘Fats’ Waller is given an appropriately jazzy
treatment while ‘Cow Cow Boogie’, recorded by
Merrill E Moore among others, is transformed into
a lazy blues that is highly effective. So, some
great sounds from one of the most inventive
interpreters in roots music. If you like your country
traditional and raw, this will certainly fit the bill.

During this time Fats Domino was scoring hit after
hit in the R&B charts with Imperial records, some
of course crossing over into pop, so Maxwell
Davis pitched Jimmy as Modern’s answer to the
Fat Man. Little commercial success resulted but,
as the contents of this CD show, there are some
real top quality recordings to enjoy. Nine of the 31
selections haven’t been out before (well, nine if
you include a brief radio promo) and, in reference
to the unreleased songs, ‘Listen Here Big Brown
Eyes’ is a jaunty, up-tempo blues, ‘Early In The
Morning’ has a Latin/four-four split tempo and ‘In
The Morning, In The Evening’ borrows from ‘Got
You On My Mind’ tune-wise.
As mentioned above, a good many of the songs
are very much in the Fats Domino bag (all great
nonetheless) but a comment or three on one or
two songs; his last single for Modern from 1965,
coupled ‘Ready To Go’ with the slow blues ‘My
Baby’s Gone’ and, as you’d probably expect, the
sound is more punchier than the ‘50s masters.
‘Rhumba Rock’ has a Professor Longhair
influence, ‘That's The Way It's Gonna Be’ has
more of a pop sound, a bit like Clarence
‘Frogman’ Henry. ‘I’m Not Free’ is a nice cover of
the Jesse Belvin tune while ‘Johnny's House
Party’ is a two part instrumental clearly based on
Bill Doggett’s ‘Honky Tonk’.

Jimmy Beasley - Jimmy's House Party – Ace
CDCHD 872
Johnny's House Party Pts 1 & 2 | Ella Jane | No Love
For Me | Coquette | Don't Feel Sorry For Me | My
Happiness | I'm So Blue | Near You | Thinking Of You |
You Were Only Fooling (While I Was Falling In Love) |
She's Good To Me | Don't Break This Heart Of Mine |
We Three (My Echo, My Shadow And Me) | Good
Lovin' | Once More | Moonlight Bay | I'm Not Free |
Harbor Lights | I Want My Baby (Yea, Yea, Yea, Yea,
Yea) | Long Gone | That's The Way It's Gonna Be | In
The Morning, In The Evening | Ready To Go | Early In
The Morning (Please Don't Leave Me) | My Baby's
Gone | Listen Here Big Brown Eyes | Rhumba Rock |
Jambalaya | Rock And Roll (Nothing Seems Right) |
We Three (My Echo, My Shadow And Me) | Radio ID

Following the 1965 single with the aforementioned
titles, Jimmy Beasley never recorded again but
kept himself busy, firstly on the Nevada night club
circuit and, latterly, by playing various blues
festivals. His health has not, however, been too
good of late, so let’s all wish Jimmy to better
health and, for now, enjoy this excellent anthology
together with Opal Louis Nations’ detailed notes
giving us the lowdown on a true Kansas City giant.

Born in Kansas City in
September 1929, Jimmy
Beasley’s first musical
influences were Nat Cole
and
Charles
Brown;
however, although Jimmy
was very interested in
music he was keen to
succeed in the world of
boxing. As with Jackie Wilson’s mother Eliza Mae,
Geraldine Beasley did her best to discourage son
Jimmy from taking part in blood sports but Jim did
well enough to enter the amateur Golden Gloves
tournament for three consecutive years (1948, ’49
and ’50).

T-Model Ford - Bad Man - Fat Possum 0360-2
Ask Her for Water | Everything's Gonna Be Alright |
Yes, I'm Standing | Bad Man | Somebody's Knockin' |
Let the Church Roll On | Black Nanny | Backdoor Man |
The Duke | Sallie Mae

Back in 'Tales From The Woods' #10 our editor
raved about a show given by the blues
octogenarian T-Model Ford, a name which I must
admit to not having heard of prior to the

Happily for Geraldine though, Jimmy’s love for
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publication of Keith’s review of the Borderline
show; his appraisal of the gig inspired me to
purchase this, his newest CD for Fat Possum,
issued at the tail end of last year.

soul and REAL R&B, not the shit regularly
featured on Radio One, from a master craftsman the one and only King of Rock'n'Soul (a title so
bestowed by Baltimore D.J. Rockin’ Robin) who,
even at 65 or thereabouts, can still wail, can still
testify, knock you dead. Many people would have
experienced the magic on Jools Holland’s
excellent Hootenanny show where, in an
outstanding rendition of ‘Don’t Give Up On Me’,
the title track from his most recent album, he
seemed to literally slay the studio audience,
probably making believers of Vic Reeves and Ben
Elton; certainly Tom Jones, Robert Plant and Jeff
Beck led the outstanding ovation.

This is real down-home
country blues, very
much in the rural style
as practiced by such as
Doctor Ross and Big G
Cedell
Davis,
the
production credits are
split between Matthew
Johnson, Bruce Watson
and Memphis legend Jim Dickinson, known for his
work with local bands such as Mud Boy and the
Neutrons. Jim sings Ford’s praises in his notes
but I’m still left knowing comparatively little about
him. He certainly seems to have had a hard life
and his is a rough-edged, pained voice. Musically
there’s help from one or two friends but, for the
most part, we hear just Ford on guitar and vocals
and a drummer identified only as Spam, who
plays in a loose style typical of most rural
drummers.

But to tonight’s show; one by one the Solomon
Burke band, great players all, sauntered on stage
(including a gorgeous blonde harpist – string harp
that is!) and started ‘Got To Get You Off My Mind’.
Stage left, enter the Bishop in full King of
Rock'n'Soul regalia, waddling towards the huge
throne topped by a crown motif, his valet one step
behind fussing over his boss. Finally sat down, he
took up ‘Got To Get You…’ and, God, was the
voice in top shape. This done, he took it down in
tempo for a medley of Atlantic successes; ‘If You
Need Me’, ‘Tonight’s The Night’ and ‘I Almost Lost
My Mind.

The up-tempo boogies, ‘Everything's Gonna Be
Alright’, ‘Yes, I'm Standing’, ‘Somebody's Knockin'
and ‘The Duke’, are all gutsy and hard-rocking,
‘Black Nanny’ is along similar lines and, in
particular, has a menacing feel. ‘Sallie Mae’ is a
slow blues of great merit and Ford’s version of
Wolf’s ‘Backdoor Man’ is superbly executed. The
title track is a hypnotic, clattering, mid-tempo
blues delivered forcefully. ‘Ask Her for Water’
reminds me a little of ‘Smokestack Lightnin’ and
‘Let the Church Roll On’, a piece with an obvious
gospel feel, borrows tune-wise from the traditional
‘Midnight Special’. Great album from James ‘TModel’ Ford, I look forward to hearing more
material by him.

There was a further medley with a superb ‘What
Am I Living For’ and, as if to remind us that he
was cutting country material two years before
Brother Ray, ‘Just Out Of Reach’. From the new
album we heard strong versions of ‘Flesh And
Blood’, ‘None Of Us Are Free’, ‘Diamond In Your
Mind’ and ‘Don’t Give Up On Me’, delivered with
the same power and feeling that graced the
Hootenanny version. Like most of the audience I
spent the last half of the show stood up, boogying
away. Halfway through the set Mojo, the show’s
sponsors, felt it would be a good idea to team up
Soulful Sol with the Exploding Bluesmen for a
while… fair enough but why duet on a revered
Burke masterpiece ‘Cry To Me’?? Oh, puh-leeze!
Thankfully, Spencer didn’t intrude on the
performance too much, just an occasional
encouraging bleat.

Solomon Burke at
the Royal Festival
Hall 31/01/03
a Rock'n'Roll fan’s view by Brian ‘Bunter’ Clark

Burke doesn’t sing blues too often it seems, so
when he announced “Here’s a blues for London”
the ol’ lips were licked in anticipation. Enter
special guest Jools Holland to tickle the ivories on
this, which he did tastefully. Following a sing-along-a-Sol Soul medley (‘Dock Of The Bay’, ‘Stand
By Me’, etc.) we all waved Jools and, happily, the
Exploding Bluesmen goodbye. ‘Down In The
Valley’ was a welcome choice though in terms of
arrangement, the tuba led swagger of the original
has, over the years, given way to a faster, funkier,
bolder treatment.

Hello. About the act that preceded, followed and
unnecessarily interrupted the reason why many of
us were here, I can only conclude that, if the Jon
Spencer Blues Explosion are keepers of the blues
faith, then their inspiration must have come from
such legends as Sonny Boy Aerosmith and Muddy
Nirvana. Next!
I believe it was Joe Tex who once said, “Solomon
Burke knocks you dead from the bandstand then
gift wraps you for the trip home”. If that’s the case,
then an awful lot of parcels were despatched from
London’s Festival Hall where a packed audience
(including Nick Lowe and racing driver Damon
Hill) witnessed a spellbinding session of REAL

‘I Can’t Stop Loving You’ positively out-Rayed Ray
and there were a couple of audience requests
granted with versions of ‘I Wish I Knew How It
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Feels To Be Free’ and, to my amazement,
‘Stupidity’ (wot, no ‘Bepop Granma’?). A super
ballad, I think entitled ‘May God Be With You’,
preceded a final assault on the oft-covered
‘Everybody Needs Somebody To Love’ (yes folks,
Solomon did it first!). What a show. What a voice.
What a man. I can’t stop loving the King of
Rock'n'Soul. For those who have yet to
experience the legend that is Solomon Burke I
suggest you start with buying all the Sequel CDs
of his Atlantic material and take it from there. Go
on; find him a home in your heart.

That said however, I took a shine to the guys’
adaptation of Dave Sutch’s ‘Jack The Ripper’,
delivered with the right amount of menace. Some
of the 14 songs are sung in Swedish, some in
English and I quite liked the English language
‘Manic Depression Blues’, a mid-tempo piece with
some decent slide guitar in there.
Lastly, a nice dose of swingin’ jump-jive from the
excellent outfit known as Fat Jacket. ‘Right Now!’
has been around for a couple of years and this
11-tracker is issued on the band’s own label (Fat
Jacket FJCD001). It could well only be available at
the band’s gigs as I have yet to come across the
CD in any record shop but it’s well worth picking
up if you like your R&B with jazzy leanings. Fat
Jacket are led by Nick Lunt, an outstanding
baritone saxist who can be heard on albums by
the Big Town playboys and James Hunter; he is
also a regular member of Jools Holland’s Rhythm
and Blues Orchestra, plus he does a bit of smooth
vocalising on most of the tracks!

In Brief
Johnny
Gunner
and the Raiders
are a new band
from the Essex area
(I venture to say
Southend as they
can be contacted
for gig bookings/info
either by phoning
01702 337320 /
461817 or 01206
503391,
or
by
logging on to theraiders@blueyonder.co.uk) and
the trio, consisting of Gunner on guitars and
vocals, Bob Blades on upright bass and Steve
Brunt on drums and backing vocals, have a five
track CD EP just issued. Cut at the House of Boz
in September 2001, it has versions of ‘Long Tall
Sally’ and ‘Lawdy Miss Clawdy’ (clearly inspired by
Elvis’ recordings), which are okay but stronger
drumming would improve the latter. The version,
in ballad style, of the standard ‘Blue Moon’ is well
played but the lead vocal tends to stray a bit,
especially in the lower register during the “and
then there suddenly appeared before me” bridge
part of the song. Better though was the moody
rocker ‘Wild, Wild Lover’ and better still was a
Gunner original ‘The Grim Reaper’, a good solid
performance. I’d like to hear more original songs
from Johnny - hopefully they’ll be up to the
standard of ‘Grim Reaper’. A good start then from
this promising new outfit and I’d like to catch them
th
live some day. (Saturday 8 March, Sutton Arms,
Southchurch Road, Southend-on-Sea, Essex
might be possible then – H)

And what a top-flight line-up with him; tenor saxist
Lee Badau, trombonist Jeff Williams, Jenny Carr
on keyboards, bassist John Day and Jonathan
Lee, often seen with James Hunter, on drums.
Jenny plays organ on Memphis Slim’s ‘Lonesome’
and on the version of Jimmy Witherspoon’s
‘Time’s Getting’ Tougher’ (a.k.a. ‘Money’s Gettin’
Cheaper’). ‘She May Be Yours’ and ‘Trapped In
The Web Of Love’ are overtly jazzy as is ‘I Want
You’. Songs bearing a Latin feel are ‘I’m Lost
Without You’ and, surprisingly, ‘Got My Mojo
Working’ but the treatment works well. Nice to see
Freddie Bell’s ‘I Said It And I’m Glad’ in the track
listing and this is well handled. Jenny Carr takes
lead vocal on a version of Joe Liggins’ ‘Pink
Champagne’ and the treatment of Ray Charles’
‘Get On The Right Track’ owes much to Georgie
Fame’s rendition, which I remember well from his
‘Fame At Last’ album. Nice set from a band that
can be seen from time to time at London’s 100
Club. Check ‘em out!
Hardrock Bunter









The Rooster Crowed Over
Burgess Hill
Hats Off To Larry

Following last month’s look at a single by the
Swedish band Tree Surgeon, featuring a song
entitled ‘Valdigt Ensam Blues’, a CD has appeared
on Supliae Productions (number 004) by the band,
neatly entitled ‘Greatest Cuts’. The recordings on
it were made in Sweden between 1997 and 2000
and, though instrumentally Mats Engdahl and Curt
Busk (guitars), Erik Peterson (bass) and Peter
Andersson, Petra Kiiskinen and Fredrik Nilson
(drums) play with spirit and heart, too often I found
the vocals generally weak. (I hope you found my
spelling of their names to be correct though – H).

Blues Boy would like to use this occasional
column to say ‘Hats Off To Larry Dale’ who has
recently celebrated his eightieth birthday. Larry
holds a special spot in my musical memories, so
perhaps I can take this opportunity to offer some
recollections.
I initially met Larry on the Juke Blues research
visit to New York in 1986 – this was a truly
memorable trip which Blues Boy Junior (a.k.a.
Cardew), Paul ‘Shutterbug’ Harris, and I made
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with the aim of tracking down and interviewing as
many of the ‘surviving’ New York bluesmen as we
could find. The first was Bob Gaddy (Ace Records
had kindly given us contact details for Bob) and,
when we’d finished our interview at his Harlem
apartment, Bob phoned his old friend Larry.

and as a thank you sent Cardew a cassette of two
new songs he’d ‘home’ recorded – ‘Penny
Pincher’ and ‘I Got A Brand New Mojo’. I still
remember Cardew playing me the cassette and
us both agreeing that the songs were too good to
languish on that tape. Somewhat rashly (perhaps)
we decided we would form the Juke Blues record
label and issue the tracks on a 45. We persuaded
three friends to ‘invest ’ with us and managed to
get the record pressed for Larry’s appearance at
the 1987 Blues Estafette. As usual with all things
Juke Blues, it was a last minute panic and the
singles were only picked up from the pressing
plant on the morning we flew out to Holland.

However, Dale was initially reluctant to see us,
saying he’d had many unfruitful meetings with
blues researchers. Luckily though, Bob persuaded
him that “these fellas are different” (make of that
what you will) and we arranged to meet the
following day at the ‘A’ train subway entrance on
the corner of St Nicholas Avenue and 125th Street
(near the Apollo). When we started to describe
what we looked like, Larry commented dryly that
“I’ll recognise three white guys standing on that
street corner”. Remember, this was before 125th
Street was gentrified and Clintonised – anything
above 100th Street was off-limits to white boys at
that time with New York, especially the black
areas, going through a very nasty phase. Indeed,
I’ll write about our 1986 ‘near-death experience’ in
Bobby Robinson’s Record Store in a future issue.

What about the record itself? Bob Jones did a
terrific mastering job but suggested we made the
blues ‘Mojo’ the ‘A’ side rather than ‘Penny
Pincher’ (a shuffle) - our first choice. We couldn’t
afford payola and the only airplay was ‘Mojo’ on
Stuart Colman’s ‘Echoes’ radio show. Maybe the
record would have done better if we’d stuck to
‘Plan A’ and kept the instantly catchy ‘Pincher’ as
the top side for the sake of the airplay. However,
listening to the single again, Bob was right and
‘Mojo’ is the stronger song, but both sides are
really good and a credit to Larry. It remains a
cracking single.

Larry was punctual so we didn’t have to hang
around for too long on that street corner (phew!).
He took us to a local bar where Cardew
conducted a friendly and productive interview,
which was published the following year in Juke
Blues #9. Larry talked about his New York
recordings for labels like Groove, Herald, Glover,
Atlantic and Fire but was quite hazy about his
session work – work that includes his scintillating
guitar accompaniment to Champion Jack Dupree
on the classic Atlantic ‘Blues From The Gutter’ LP.
Another ‘claim to fame’ is Larry’s playing on the
Teenagers’ ‘Why Do Fools Fall In Love’ session.
The Teenagers were of course on the bill at last
November’s ‘Rhythm Riot!’ and have matured
gracefully. However, Larry didn’t have fond
memories of the session or the group: “It didn’t
strike me as a hit song – hell, no! - and to me they
(The Teenagers) were just another bunch of little
hoodlums!”. Also, Larry has always regarded
himself as a vocalist first, with his guitar playing
being the second string to his bow. His best
memories were of the times touring and on stage
– for example as lead singer for Cootie Williams’
band, and then working for a long period
alongside Bob Gaddy. It was when singing and
playing live that Dale clearly was ‘as happy as
Larry!’

There was one spin-off from this 45. It inspired
our friend Dave Williams to write Larry a song
‘New York City Blues’ with clever witty lyrics (and
you’ll know from his Juke Blues reviews that Dave
does have a way with words). Larry really liked the
song and recorded it. It was a proper studio
recording this time with the bonuses of guitarist
Jimmy Spruill adding his distinctive ‘Kansas City’
chops to proceedings and Bob Gaddy playing the
steam piano as tastefully as ever. Cardew funded
the session, but our dreams of a second 45 were
thwarted when our partners decided they weren’t
going to be able to give up their day jobs on the
back of Juke Blues records. We had to dissolve
the partnership meaning there was no money for
the mastering and pressing of another single. Still
we did break even on our one and only 45 (there
are some gathering dust in a wardrobe near
Heathrow Airport if anyone wants to buy a copy).
Furthermore, there remains a possibility that ‘NYC
Blues’ will see the light of day – Cardew is still

Larry was delighted with the Juke Blues feature
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exploring a release, and I would love to issue a
Larry Dale EP comprising the first and the ‘nearly’
Juke Blues singles. However, this would have to
be a vanity project and will probably appear at
about the time TFTW becomes a full colour
glossy!

However, all good things must come to an end
and, in many respects, the intervening ten years
have been sad ones. Work commitments moved
Larry Simon away from New York, ‘A J’ died of a
heart attack at a tragically young age, Jimmy
Spruill seemed indestructible but also died of a
heart attack, and finally Bob Gaddy passed away
from cancer not long afterwards in 1997. These
‘losses’ of his close friends were devastating for
Larry Dale who has now said goodbye to music to
enjoy retirement at his home in the Bronx. His
trusty battered red Fender will not be seen again.
It is encouraging to hear though that Larry is still
getting some recognition. Cardew tells me the Big
80 birthday was marked by a spot on New York
DJ Rex Doane’s 'Fool's Paradise' show on
WFMU, NY (91.1FM). Larry wanted to be there in
person but his wife was unwell, so a telephone
interview had to suffice. Nevertheless, it was a
chance to air a selection of Larry’s excellent
records, and to celebrate his eighty years. So let’s
join the celebrations and all raise our hats to
Larry! As Cardew remarked, “80 not out, and a
damned good innings. Well played, Sir!”

Blues Boy









JAZZ JUNCTION

Now back to that 1987 Estafette appearance
where we renewed our acquaintance with Larry.
Despite the presence of Bob Gaddy in the band it
has to be said that this was a pretty
underwhelming performance and Larry and Bob
didn’t do themselves justice. The musicians were
ones that Larry played with in the bars in the
Bronx, and maybe the transfer from that setting to
the large hall at the MusikCentrum was too much
for them. However, better things were on the
horizon. Shortly after this, Larry and Bob teamed
up with New York blues-fan and guitarist, Larry
Simon. Larry Simon is a one of life’s good guys –
modest and unassuming; he took Dale and Gaddy
under his wing, knew how to bring out the best in
them, and never tried to steal their limelight. He
also managed to tempt Jimmy Spruill out of
musical retirement and found an excellent young
black drummer from Harlem, ‘A J’ Johnson, who
had a real empathy for the blues – a rare find in
days when hip-hop ruled.
We saw this
aggregation play several times on our New York
visits and every occasion was just that. Indeed,
their 1992 performance at Terra Blues in
Greenwich Village remains one of our all-time
favourite gigs. In particular, Spruill reminded us
why he was such a unique and revered guitarist. It
all culminated with a much more successful
appearance at the 1993 Estafette where Noble
Watts and Dr Horse joined Larry Dale, Bob
Gaddy, and Jimmy Spruill. Bobby Robinson MC’d
and Larry Simon kept the whole thing together – a
juicy Big Apple treat for us all.

La Mer
There are songs and tunes I
really like which don’t easily
fit into the generic names
given to the styles of music of
which I regard myself as a fan. Sometimes they
turn up in my record collection but they usually
draw a look of disdain from anyone stumbling
across them. One such song is La Mer and as the
urge to add it to my collection became greater I
sought out to discover more.
The song was written and
recorded by one of the legendary
figures of French Music Hall,
Charles
Trenet.
Born
in
Narbonne in 1913, his parents
separated when he was seven
years old and he was sent to
boarding school in Béziers where
he contracted typhoid fever.
During his convalescence at
home, he developed his artistic
talents in music, painting and
sculpture.
Passing his Baccalauréat with flying colours in
1927, he left school to study art in Berlin where his
stepfather, a set designer, introduced him to the
world of film. It was during this period that he first
discovered the delights of Jazz music.
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He returned to France in 1930 and landed a job in
the same film studios as his stepfather and began
writing poetry, newspaper articles and novels.
Two years later he met a young Swiss pianist and
singer, Johnny Hess, in a Jazz club and this led to
Charles taking up a musical career. They teamed
up to become ‘Charles and Johnny’ (with Charles
metaphorically replacing Frankie) and were a
successful double act until they were both
conscripted into the French services.

might sound like refugees from the Eurovision
Song Contest but they are both charming and
catchy enough to insinuate their way into my
bathroom repertoire. Also very appealing are Si
Vous Aimiez, a ballad with a sentimental lilt which
benefits from nice Jazz soloing on clarinet, and
the oddly titled Vous Oubliez Votre Cheval (a
phrase frequently used by Thierry Henry until
somebody acquainted him with the Anglo-Saxon
equivalent ‘Nuts’).

Whilst in the services he wrote a song
Y’a De La Joie which was given to
Maurice Chevalier who thought it ‘a
fool’s song’. Nevertheless it was a huge
success and Maurice invited him to
appear as part of his show. Charles was
subsequently hired as the opening act at
the Théâtre de l’ABC in Paris and this
boyish looking man with angelic blond
curls and round eyes (a sort of nonmute Harpo) took the audience by
storm. Le Fou Chantant was born.

But the pot of gold for me is the
inclusion of La Mer. Said to have been
written by Charles in 20 minutes on a
train journey in 1943, it was not
recorded until 1946 when it became an
immediate success. Later, when it was
translated into English, it became
Beyond the Sea and has been covered
over 4000 times. However, it was when I
heard it sung in French that I fell in love
with the song. Unfortunately, due to my
limited knowledge of the language, I
fatally concluded that it was a song about a
mother. Now that I know the words, I still believe
my faux translation is more fitting of the
sentimentality of the tune whose stirring ending
never fails to find my heart aching to breaking
point.
Dave Carroll

By the end of 1938 he had become an idol in
France and had launched an acting career by
appearing in two films, writing songs in both. Like
other artistes he continued to pursue his career as
a singer and songwriter in spite of German
occupation. After the war he went to and
conquered USA and Canada, particularly Quebec
where he was idolised.

Waxo Wilko’s Quiz
I will donate a CD for the most correct answers (or
choose a winner in the event of a tie). Such
generosity should ensure at least one entry - from
Ken Major. (Passing requires 4 correct answers
but we will waive that requirement for Brain 'n'
Bunter plus Dr. Dale)

He returned to Paris for a triumphant appearance
in 1951 but in the 1960s his public appearances
became less frequent although he was still very
popular whenever he did appear. He eventually
retired in 1975 but made a comeback in 1983 and
continued to record and perform up to 2000. He
died on 19 February 2001 after a stroke.

1) How long did the Hundred Years War last?
The CD which I eventually acquired is on the
Naxos label and is called La Mer Original
Recordings 1938-1946) and Charles Trenet’s
performance, at times confiding, then animated, is
a delight from start to finish. All the songs are
sung in French and they are redolent of the Swing
style popular tunes from the black and white
American films of the ‘30s and ‘40s for which I
have a special love, probably because my mother
worked for a film company as a young girl.
Whenever we watched a film on TV and the film
credits came up, she would excitedly shout ‘RKO
Radios’ as though it was some kind of
opprobrium. Naturally, as mischievous children,
my brother and I copied her and this became a
catchphrase in our household, pre-dating ‘And it’s
only just outside’ by a number of years.
Perversely, however, my mother will now only
watch films if they are in colour and regards black
and white as ‘old’.
Several of Charles Trenet’s most famous songs
are on the CD, including Hop! Hop! and Boum!
(written for the film La Route Enchantée). They

2) Which country makes Panama hats?
3) From which animal do we get catgut?
4) In which month do Russians celebrate the
October Revolution?
5) What is a camel's hair brush made of?
6) The Canary Islands in the Pacific are named
after what animal?
7) What was King George VI's first name?
8) What colour is a purple finch?
9) Where are Chinese gooseberries from?
10) What is the colour of the black box in a
commercial aeroplane?
All done? Check your answers next issue. Send
your answers to any of the contact details at the
back of the mag. Waxo’s decision is final in all
cases of dispute.
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SOUL KITCHEN

and by the age of nineteen he had his wife and
two sons to support, so aside from college, he
struggled to make a living wherever he could,
hustling the odd gig.

Hi I'm BUNNY SIGLER
and
would
like
to
welcome
you
to
Soulboy’s latest Kitchen.
It is indeed a great
honour that my brand
spanking new CD is
Soulboy’s CD of the
month, he has taste.
Enjoy.

He entered and won various talent shows. Lenny
was a regular performer at a local black radio
sponsored Thursday night talent contest, at a
venue called the Showcase Music Lounge in
Oakland. Lenny normally won the ten dollars prize
money. One night Fantasy records boss Sol
Zance saw his performance, after being tipped off
about this weekly winner. Lenny jumped at the
chance to record, but unfortunately he was too
young to sign a recording contract without his
parent’s consent, and the devil’s music was not
their cup of tea. He was given a temporary job in
Fantasy's Oakland record warehouse, were he
worked alongside John Fogerty. Lenny finally
signed his record deal for Fantasy in 1968, and
released his first forty fives, 'Lisa's Gone' and 'I
Couldn't Find Nobody', and for Fantasy's
subsidiary Galaxy 'How Can I Forget You', and
John Fogerty's 'Feelin Blue'.

CD OF THE MONTH
BUNNY SIGLER...LET ME
LOVE YOU TONIGHT....
Grapevine 3005
Sorry Bunny but your CD has not arrived, another
delay. This most sought after slot could have been
used for another deserving review, but it's now too
late, as I have to leave for soul missionary work in
Africa.
FROM THE TOWER CAME WILLIAMS
During the late seventies and early eighties,
Lenny Williams was a major artist on the USA
soul circuit, with a string of R&B chart smashes
and gold albums. But first lets go back to the very
beginning.

These early releases made little noise but, a few
years later, miles away in the UK these forgotten
tracks, 'I Couldn't Find Nobody' and 'How Can I
Forget You' found favour with the Northern Soul
scene. He was working for the Ford motor
company, raising a family, and studying law at
college. Ultimately he quit work to study full time.
He met Larry Graham, who at the time had just
left Sly Stone to try his luck alone and they started
writing songs together. Nothing really happened
so he opted to continue his education. Lenny
remained close to Graham, and through him, was
reacquainted with some horn players he'd known
back in his talent show days, who were beginning
to make waves as Tower Of Power, Graham was
working on some tracks for the band.

Born Leonard Charles Williams, February 1945 in
Little Rock, Arkansas. At the age of one his family
moved to Oakland, California. His family were
quite a musical bunch, they either sang or played
an instrument. So surrounded by such talent,
music was to play an important part in his early
life. Lenny's uncle was a Bishop, so it was a
natural progression that, from the age of six, he
was singing at his uncle's church, the Star of
Bethnal Baptist Church. As he moved into his
teens his serious beliefs led him deeper into the
church, he became an ordained priest, and by the
age of sixteen was travelling the USA preaching
God's word. He was also nurturing his
vocal skills with various gospel choirs
in and around the Bay Area, San
Francisco. In high school he studied
trumpet, and was always up front when
a vocalist was required for various
school projects.

Also through Graham another opportunity arose
when The Miracles were looking for a
replacement for Smokey Robinson.
Lenny was offered the job, which he
turned down, mainly due to musical
differences in the style he had
anticipated going. It was expected that
Lenny would front Graham's new
creation, Graham Central Station, but it
wasn't to be, as Graham took lead
vocals himself. Lenny had now left
college and was desperate for some
kind of deal. Lenny had sort of
established his name, but always
seemed to be just on the fringe, never
quite breaking through. Lenny hadn't
gone completely unnoticed though, as
Jerry Wexler, Atlantic Records’
legendary main man, contacted and
signed Lenny to Atlantic's subsidiary
Atco in early 1972.

Later in his teens Lenny embraced the
Church Of God In Christ in Los
Angeles, alongside other up and
coming artist including, Sly Stone,
Andrea Crouch, Billy Preston, and
members of the Hawkin family. He
started college when he was nineteen.
He had planned on being a minister,
but that idea was sidelined as he
questioned his belief and had, through
his classmates, developed an interest
in secular music. He married young
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His recording career took a slight upturn, as the
full Atlantic machine was thrown behind him. He
recorded ten sides at Criteria Studios in Miami,
but strangely Atco elected to issue just the one
single, the Thom Bell and Linda Creed written, a
joyous, 'People Make The World Go Round' Atco
6888. The Stylistics also cut a version of the song,
also under Thom Bell production, and it was their
version that catapulted up the charts, with Lenny's
disappearing without a trace, and he was quickly
dropped by the label. Left in limbo, and
disappointed at his early recording failures, he
again questioned his quest to continue with his
goal of becoming a professional singer. Another
chance meeting was with Johnny 'Guitar' Watson,
they became close friends, and started to write
songs together.

charted, 107 Pop. Legal problems prevented any
more recordings for the next two years, but on
their escape they signed with Warner Brothers in
1971, who brought in Steve Cropper to produce
their BUMP CITY album, which overnight charted
nationally. A track from the album 'You're Still A
Young Man' a slow ballad with the group
harmonising in a sweet soul style, proved their
first big hit. The band had gained success through
their ability to sound super tight together, which is
still relevant today.
Mid 1973 Tower Of Power contacted Lenny, as a
replacement for their erratic lead vocalist Rick
Stevens, who quit the band a few days before
some major concerts. The shows went well, and
Lenny was offered a permanent job as the group’s
new lead vocalist. Almost immediately Lenny was
in the studio adding vocals to instrumental tracks
already laid down for the album, TOWER OF
POWER. Within weeks Lenny's distinctive voice
could be heard on R&B and pop radio singing,
lifted from the album, an insinuating ballad, 'So
Very Hard To Go', which was to date the bands
biggest hit, reaching 11 pop.

TOWER OF POWER
By my reckoning there have been approximately
sixty members in a steadily evolving line up during
the group’s life span so far. This jazzy funk
aggregation were founded in 1967 in Oakland,
California, by tenor sax man Emilio 'Mimi' Castillo,
and were just one of several San Francisco outfits
preferring soul to its prevalent acid rock sound.
Originally called The Motowns, a Blue-Eyed Soul
Band that specialized in playing obscure soul
music. They started out playing the local clubs
and talent contest circuit, often crossing paths
with Lenny Williams. The band was tearing the
area apart, particularly at Bill Graham's Fillmore
Auditoriums, building up a large loyal fan base,
around the Bay Area. In 1969 they changed the
bands name to Tower Of Power to reflect their
powerhouse pounding brass lead style of sound.

From 1973 to 1975 during Lenny's period with
Tower
Of
Power
the
group
enjoyed
unprecedented success, touring constantly
throughout the USA, and were seldom off both
R&B and pop charts, 'This Time It's Real', the
classic 'What Is Hip', 'Time Will Tell', and a
composition written by Williams and J G Watson,
'Don't Change Horses (In The Middle Of The
Stream), 'Only So Much Oil In The Ground' were
all very healthy hits. The albums, TOWER OF
POWER and BACK TO OAKLAND went gold,
with the psycho soul IN THE SLOT just missing
out.
Towards the end of his stay with the group, Lenny
cut a solo album for Warners Bros, LENNY
WILLIAMS, recorded in Los Angeles and
produced by Eugene (finger snapper) McDaniels.
The album failed to make much of a chart
impression, but this early solo album was full of
gutsy drive but subtle depth. The songs, some
fast furious and funky, some slow sexy and
sensual, with Lenny's emotive gospel swoops,
accompanied by uncluttered backing, resulted in a
really good album. The standouts must be the
joyous
mid
tempo
builder 'We're Gonna
See It Through', and his
first cutting of the
inspirational
'Problem
Solver'.

The group were white, with the exception of lead
singer Rick Stevens, a cousin of Ivory Joe Hunter,
but their music was soul. At first they stuck fairly
close to the Memphis style soul bands, their
impressive horn section grasping behind Rick's
stuttering vocals, but slowly they gained an
identifiable sound of their own. Signing to Bill
Graham's San Francisco label the bands debut
album EAST BAY GREASE was released in 1969
to great acclaim. Their debut single, from the
album, 'Sparkling In The Sand', immediately

Lenny split with Tower
Of Power and Warner
Bros in early 1975 and
was about to sign with
ABC Records when
Motown stepped in with
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a contract. This led to the release of just the one
album, RISE SLEEPING BEAUTY, which was, to
a certain extent, venturing on a social awareness
concept. It did feature his original cut of, 'Cause I
Love You'. The album failed to make much
impact, but a single lifted from the album, 'Since I
Met You', a beat ballad with Lenny slowly climbing
to near falsetto, and the birth of his o-o-o-otrademark, became his first solo chart hit, albeit
94 R&B, in October 1975. After his foray at
Motown, he was frustrated by the attitude of the
company, and the general response to the album,
he asked to be released from his contract.

Now established as a giant in the soul world,
demands kept him on soul TV, and heavily
touring. ABC integrated into MCA, but the chart
successes continued in 1979 with the disco
dancer 'Doing The Loop De Loop' and the
beautiful atmospheric ballad, 'Love Hurt Me, Love
Healed Me', which were lifted from his next Frank
Wilson produced album LOVE CURRENT. The
album choice track for me was 'Lets Talk It Over',
a lush backing over Lenny's sizzling wailing
falsetto, is souled out. For the next album in late
1980 LET'S DO IT TODAY he switched producers
to Steve Duboff, resulting in a slight change of
direction, with Lenny's vocals having a more
refined laid back approach, but still the new
sophisticated Lenny continued to have hits, a
mellowed down piano-led version of the Five
Stairsteps’ 'Ooh Child' and with the mid paced
'Messing With My Mind'. 'Suspicions' from the
album is another Lenny masterpiece where the
feeling in his vocals is outstanding.

Lenny took some time out to go back to school, to
study piano, guitar, and generally expand his
knowledge of the music business, preparing
himself for his future and his next assault at
stardom. After his self imposed break, late in 1976
he began his road back. He approached ABC
Records’ executive Otis Smith, with the possibility
of recording again. Smith suggested that Lenny
might find musical compatibility with ex Motown
producer and songwriter Frank Wilson ('Do I Love
You' fame). Signing to ABC, it was indeed a
perfect match, the first album CHOOSING YOU
released in early 1977, spawned three massive
hits, the captivating toe tapper 'Shoo Doo Fu Fu
Ooh', the danceable discofied 'Choosing You' and
the groover 'Look Up With You Mind'. Hidden
away on the album are two crackers 'Riding The
High Wire' and 'I've Been Away From Love Too
Long'. On both these tracks his silky glass like
voice rising and diving with the melody and lyrics
is quite awesome.

His final high chart placing came with 'Freefall Into
Love' taken from his final MCA album TAKING
CHANCES. It seemed his reign at the top was
beginning to wane. He switched to small
independent labels, in 1983 to Rockshire Records
where he enjoyed a couple of minor hits, and the
album CHANGING. In 1986 he is found on
Knobhill Records, with the very average NEW
EPISODE album. Also in 1986 Lenny was invited
to sing lead vocals on Kenny G's 'Don't Make Me
Wait For Love', a track on the million selling album
DUOTONES. When released as a single in 1987
it became a top twenty pop and R&B hit. This was
Lenny’s highest chart entry to date. But getting
that solo hit under his own name proved elusive,
and his releases became more and more sparse.
In 1990 Lenny released the album LAYIN IN
WAIT on Krush Groove records. April 1991 Lenny
appeared in a memorable gig at the Jazz Cafe,
London.

Lenny made his first
appearance in the
UK
supporting
Denise Williams; his
show
at
the
Rainbow in London
October 7th 1977
was hard hitting, full
of
restless
movement, and his short act covered material
mainly from the current album. Frank Wilson was
also producer and arranger on his second ABC
album SPARK OF LOVE, which achieved gold
status. More hits followed with material lifted from
the album, 'You Got Me Running' and 'Midnight
Girl', on which Lenny's vocal performance are
really devastatingly brilliant. One of his finest
recordings, but never released as a single, must
be the Granddaddy of all love songs, (so the
Grandfather must be Randy Brown's, 'Too Little In
Common'), his remaking of 'Cause I love You',
from the album, a deep seven minute pleading
soul ballad complete with desperate monologue.
Lenny's squealing falsetto working overtime, his oo-o-o-o-o-o-o-o vocal phrasing, o-o-o'd to the
point of total despair, as he pours his pleading
heart out for a lost love, his soul throat hollowing "I
love you", over and over, as he fades out.

It wasn't until 1995, that Lenny returned on MTR
Records with CHILL. This come back set was
amazing, the album was crammed with
atmospheric beauties, soulful ballads, with just the
couple of up-tempo delights thrown in. 'It Could
Have Been You', a melancholy beautiful ballad
that fits Lenny's style perfectly, and 'Has Anybody
Seen My Heart', a spine tingling tale of longing,
his smooth rich voice reaches into his soul, two of
his best recordings ever. His last album LOVE
THERAPY was released in 2000, as part of the
Volt Records reacquainting programme. A very
mixed selection, let down by the lack of real
instrumentation, but did contain a couple of
passable soulful ballads, and a so-so reworking of
'Cause I Love You'.
Lenny wasn't exactly inactive during this lean
recording period, involved in various projects, and
regularly touring. He once again left the music
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business for a number of years, working locally in
counselling and drug prevention, but shaken by
the amount of violence and the deaths of so many
of the youths he had tried to help. He found it
difficult and frustrating trying to get wayward teens
to go straight, he needed a break. So once again
he returned to performing, work was easy to come
by, touring both USA and the world with greatest
hits packages, both solo and occasionally with
Tower Of Power. Across the millennium he was
starring in a travelling, across the States, theatre
musical production, titled ''When A Woman's
Feed Up''. So we all wait in anticipation for his
next project, and maybe another visit to these
shores. Nobody sings o-o-o-o-o soul as sweet as
Lenny....

TOP.....
TOWER OF POWER...'Diggin' On
James Brown..... (S Kupka, E Castillo, K Kessie)
I been thru all them changes,
a lot of stuff came down.
I dealt with all them issues,
you might say I been around.
But back when I got started,
there was a righteous sound.
It doesn't matter what I been thru,
I still be diggin' on JAMES BROWN.
chorus
You know the more things change,
the more they stay the same.
It may be a different age,
but I'm on the same page.
'Cause there's one thing that I've found,
I still be diggin' on JAMES BROWN.

TOWER OF POWER
When Lenny left Tower Of Power, he was
replaced by Hubert Tubbs. The band switched to
Columbia records for the albums AIN'T NOTHIN'
STOPPIN US NOW, WE CAME TO PLAY, and
bowed out of the seventies with BACK ON THE
STREETS, all fairly big sellers, although what I
have heard are a bit lacklustre, with the group
material falling between various musical stalls.
During the band’s dwindling commercial fortunes
in the eighties, the brass section, they could have
patented a brand name, worked more away from
the band than with it. They were in great demand
for other acts’ recording sessions, Elton John,
Huey Lewis, Phil Collins, Bones, Santana, Ray
Charles, Luther Vandross, the list is endless. A
factor that doubtlessly kept the parent group
intact, and working.

I had an attitude adjustment,
I did some psycho-therapy.
I helped myself to some self help,
I dabbled in some E.S.P.
Though my world is ever changing,
and I've moved from town to town.
It doesn't matter where I been to,
I still be diggin' on JAMES BROWN.
chorus
You got your rap and your disco,
you got your drum machines.
You got your r-rated gangsta',
you got your groovy scenes.
You got your state of the art,
you got your digital sound.
It doesn't matter where it's goin to,
I still be diggin' on JAMES BROWN.

Through the eighties and nineties, the band labelhopped, releasing a steady output that sold fairly
well. The band’s challenge has always been to
retain its trademark sound, yet stay up to date, a
challenge that has been met with varying degrees
of success. Although through many personal
changes, the replacements simply fitted into the
band’s sound, the sound they had created, a
funky rhythm section with tight jazzy horns, and
combined with a dynamic live experience, has
kept them constantly in demand and touring
extensively at home and around the world,
notching up around twenty six albums along the
way. Today the current ten-piece line up has
original/longtime members, Emilio Castillo tenor
sax, Stephen Kupka baritone, and Dave Garibaldi
on drums, joined by lead vocalist Larry Braggs,
who is probably the strongest singer the band
have had since Lenny Williams.

Take it to the bridge,
I'll get you where you live,
when there's water all around.
You can still get outta' town,
and still be diggin' on JAMES BROWN.
Sax solo.
chorus
I still be diggin' on JAMES BROWN
I still be diggin' on JAMES BROWN
I still be diggin' on JAMES BROWN
I still be diggin' on JAMES BROWN
PRIZE TIME
'Sarah Smile' is a track featured on Lenny
Williams’ CHILL CD; to win a copy of this gem,
answer this very simply question. Who recorded
the original version? Send your answers to the
normal places, and the first one out of the soul hat
wins.

LIVE
Catch the full funk of Tower Of
Power live at Astoria on March
16th. Well it's a hip thing to do is
it not, they are the pinnacle of
R&B horn bands.

LOST SOUL
Soul Kitchen would like to raise one of Mr Woods'
glasses to a recent departed soul, whose passing

To get you in the mood, a Soul anthem from
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is very unlikely to make much press. MASTER
HENRY GIBSON who died in Stockholm
18/12/2002, of a heart attack. Born 9/8/1942. He
was an accomplished drummer and percussionist
who had made Stockholm his home, where he
was a well respected figure on the circuit. He was
an unsung soul artist, touring regularly with Curtis
Mayfield in the sixties and seventies. He was also
a much sought after
session
musician,
playing on many artists’
albums, including Leroy
Hutson, Curtis Mayfield,
Aretha Franklin, Minnie
Riperton, Natalie Cole,
Tyrone
Davis,
Phil
Upchurch, Eddie Harris,
Donny Hathaway and
many
more.
A
remarkable true to life
character, that the world
was a better place for.

Keith Johnson watches in excitement as Earl
Palmer demonstrates to Sandy MacDiarmid the way
that a trolley bus clamps the overhead wires.









Marffa's Muffins
Asian Dub Foundation – Enemy of the enemy.

MYSTERY
'We're gonna miss you, Otis' by A Friend,
Hollywood 1123. Who is this friend? I asked in the
Otis Redding Trivia. Well thanks to Dickie 'Blues
Boy' Tapp the friend is none other than Earl
Gaines. So there.

When I heard that this was the fifth album from
ADF I was a little surprised as I wasn’t aware that
they had been so prolific. A short time later and
after a bit of research on the net, I found that it
was in fact their fifth album, although one album
had been a live show at the Astoria in 98 and the
other appeared to be a re-badged Rafi’s revenge
for another country.

RADIO SOUL
Well the wireless is slowly returning to the good
old soul days. Peter Young's Soul Cellar is back
on Jazz fm Sunday afternoons. The legendary
Greg Edwards is back on Capital Gold with his
Soul Spectrum, Thursday and Friday 8pm till
10pm, and Saturday 6pm to 9pm. Both these guys
are guaranteed to curl your toes with some
brilliant soul sounds. Thursday's, where will you
position your knob, soul or Rockin Lamarr?

Quality over quantity is the adage and they
certainly provide that; although I will freely admit
that I wasn’t too keen on their last effort
Community music – the rest of the music press
gave it good reviews.
The line up has changed from the previous
efforts, out with the young shouty vocal force of
Master D and in with a 2 MC line up with a
percussionist and a drummer. This seems to have
given the band a more of a dance orientated
influence (more than before) and less of the agit
rap style. That’s not to say that they have lost their
knack in writing songs about topical issues.

NORTHERN DELIGHT
Sidney Barnes is pencilled in for a live date on the
25th April at the 100 Club, plus others up North.

Take Fortress Europe for example - the spleen
venting opening track about immigration and the
treatment of immigrants. Bollywood wails, strings,
samples, and a bit of rock guitar for good
measure. La Haine – is a funky dub mix of twangy
guitar and samples backed by a steady bass riff
and pounding drums and dhol, it is also their
[ADF] interpretation of the film of the same name.
1000 Broken Mirrors – Is a slow dub tune. Sung
by Sinéad O’Connor, it’s about domestic violence
in the Asian community. It is actually about a
particular woman who is accused of murdering
her abusive husband. It’s quite haunting and her
voice is well suited for the job.

So until next time
Remember to keep on keeping on....

SOULBOY
playboy with a whole lotta soul









19 Rebellions – Takes on more of a Cornershop
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style; it’s more low bass grooves and samples. It
is sung in Portuguese by two Brazilian MCs and is
about state sponsored murder and subsequent
prison rebellions. 2 Face - a quality Rap about
double crossing and backstabbing, it has a really
good reggae feel running through to about half
way, then it speeds up and you get a heavy Rage
Against The Machine influence.

On Bolero Sonambulo - I hear the intro to Doris
Day's Perhaps perhaps perhaps!
It's an interesting addition to the Ry Cooder album
collection and once again shows that he can work
in almost any style and get top quality results.
Don't believe me, check it out yourself; you don't
even have to buy it, just use your computer and
got to www.nonesuch.com and follow the links for
the album. They have at least three full versions
of tracks from the album available and links to
other artist on the label.
Adios!

The pounding (almost tribal) intro of dhol in Dhol
rinse heralds another change in style.
Accompanying the Dhol are Asian chants, bass
and guitar creating fantastic rhythm! The last track
is Enemy of the enemy and has a heavy Prodigy
influence.

* * * * *
Up and coming gigs over the next couple of
months:
March 21st - Reef @ Astoria: West country
rockers return to London.
March 24th - BR549 @ Dingwalls.
March 26th - The Donnas @ Scala: Much talked
about girl group.
March 27th - Doves + Asian Dub Foundation @
RAH: Cancer benefit gig.
March 28/29th - George Thorogood and the
Destroyers @ Shepherds Bush
Empire: I'm coming back from
Barcelona on the Sunday and
working on the Monday, Bugger!
April 2/3rd - Public Enemy @ Astoria: Original
American rappers return to London
with support from Kool Keith, (not
too sure if that's our Keith).
April 3rd - Johnny Marr @ ULU: 50% of The
Smiths.
April 7th - The Hellacopters @ Scala: Swedish
metallers fly in.
April 10th - The Coral @ Astoria: Rescheduled
from February.
April 11th - All About Eve @ Mean Fiddler:
Juliana Regan’s folk rockers.
April 11/12th - White Stripes @ Brixton Academy:
Jack and Meg White play to a soldout crowd, expect to pay mega bucks
to get a ticket from the touts.
April 18/19th - Sister of Mercy @ Forum: Gothic
heaven; don't wear white!
April 27th - Buzzcocks @ Shepherd Bush
Empire: Go if you’re an Orgasm
Addict.
th
April 29 - Cooper Temple Clause @ Astoria

If you want an album that sounds different almost
all the way through and you like the sounds of any
of the bands/people that I’ve mentioned then this
could be for you.
If you want to hear some in advance and you’re
on the web then go to: asiandubfoundation.com
* * * * *
Mambo Sinuendo:
Cooder

Manuel Galban and Ry

Released at the beginning of this year, I spotted
this for sale in a CD shop in Clapham and bought
it on the strength of one thing; well one person
actually, Ry Cooder. I have a couple of albums by
him in collaboration with other less well know
musicians and have always found them to be a joy
to listen to.
Fusing Cuban rhythms with twangy guitar 50's
style, should make it appealing for both Latin/
Caribbean jazz lovers and American 50's fans. A
few tracks have a really lazy guitar foreground
with an immensely busy congas bashing out
behind. There is a reggae fusion called Caballo
Viejo - which if my memory serves me correctly is
Spanish for Old Horse. Well, there are no tired old
donkeys on this CD, just pure thoroughbreds. One
track, Patricia - reminds of the Guinness advert
music from a while back, albeit slowed down.

Marffa








Waxo Wilko’s Tit Bits

The title track, Mambo Sinuendo - is almost
modern dance with its fast conga driven
percussion
intro,
soon
becoming
an
amalgamation of horns, guitar and organ.

1.
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The Truths In Life...
Once over the hill, you pick up speed. (Ah
the good Dr. Dale)

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.

20.
21.

I love cooking with wine. Sometimes I even
put it in the food. (that's the good doctor for
sure)
If it weren't for STRESS I'd have no energy
at all.
Whatever hits the fan will not be evenly
distributed.
Everyone has a photographic memory.
Some just don't have film.(Now who is this
applicable to?)
I know God won't give me more than I can
handle. I just wish He didn't trust me so
much.
Dogs have owners. Cats have staff.
If the shoe fits......buy it in every colour.
If you're too open minded, your brains will
fall out
Going to church doesn't make you a
Christian any more than standing in a
garage makes you a car.
If you look like your passport picture, you
probably need the trip (anybody see the
doctors passport?).
Bills travel through the mail at twice the
speed of cheques
Some days are a total waste of makeup.
Men are from earth. Women are from
earth. Deal with it.
A balanced diet is a cookie in each hand.
Middle age is when broadness of the mind
and narrowness of the waist change places
(Ah back to the good doctor again).
Opportunities always look bigger going than
coming.
Junk is something you've kept for years and
throw away three weeks before you need it.
Experience is a wonderful thing. It enables
you to recognise a mistake when you make
it again.
By the time you can make ends meet, they
move the ends.
Learn from the mistakes of others. You
can't live long enough to make them all
yourself

tests it?
Why didn't Noah swat those two mosquitoes?
Why do they sterilise the needle for lethal
injections?
You know that indestructible black box that is
used on aeroplanes? Why don't they make the
whole plane out of that stuff?
Why don't sheep shrink when it rains?
Why are they called apartments when they are all
stuck together?
If con is the opposite of pro, is Congress the
opposite of progress?
If flying is so safe, why do they call the airport the
terminal?
Waxo Wilko









The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
First up, Gigs in and around
London.

Hammersmith Apollo
th
Thursday 20 March (£27.50/£32.50)
Dionne Warwick
Jazz Café Camden Town
th
Thursday 20 March (£12.50)
Dirty Dozen Brass Band
Forum, Kentish Town
st
Friday 21 March (£14.50)
Stiff Little Fingers
Jazz Café Camden Town
rd
Sunday 23 March
th
To Wednesday 26 March (£18.50)
Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry
Dingwall’s, Camden Lock
th
Monday 24 March (£15)
BR549

EVER WONDER
Why the sun lightens our hair, but darkens our
skin?
Why women can't put on mascara with their
mouth closed?
Why you don't ever see the headline "Psychic
Wins Lottery"?
Why is "abbreviated" such a long word?
Why is it that doctors call what they do "practice"?
Why is it that to stop Windows 98, you have to
click on "Start"?
Why is lemon juice made with artificial flavour,
and dishwashing liquid is made with real lemons?
Why is the man who invests all your money called
a broker?
Why is the time of day with the slowest traffic
called rush hour?
Why isn't there mouse-flavoured cat food?
When dog food is new and improved tasting, who

The Borderline, Charing Cross Road
th
Tuesday 25 March (£12)
Bernard Allison
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
th
Thursday 27 March (£17.50)
Jimmy Cliff
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
th
th
Friday/Saturday 28 /29 March (£20)
George Thorogood and the Destroyers
Shake, Rattle and Roll Weekender
Vauxhall Holiday Park, Great Yarmouth,
Norfolk
th
th
Friday 28 March to Sunday 30 March
Danny and the Juniors Original Matchbox
Big Bopper Junior and others
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Jazz Café Camden Town
st
Monday 31 March (£tba)
The Blockheads

Crystal Palace National Sports Centre
th
th
Monday 26 and Tuesday 27 May
(£40.00/£47.50)
Bruce Springsteen

Shepherd’s Bush Empire
st
Tuesday 1 April (£18.50)
Steve Earl and the Dukes

Barbican Centre

Jazz Café Camden Town
st
rd
Monday 1 April to Wednesday 3 April (£15)
Ritchie Havens

Wednesday 28th May (£TBA)

LOU REED

100 Club, Oxford Street
th
Sunday 6 April (£14)
Chas and Dave

You miss this one at your peril – the
editor WILL be taking names!

Bush Hall, Shepherd’s Bush
th
Friday 11 April (£15)
Sam Brown

Royal Albert Hall
Saturday 31st May (£22/£32)
Ibrahim Ferrer

Brixton Academy
th
th
Friday/Saturday 11 /12 April (£TBA)
The White Stripes

London Palladium
th
Sunday 8 June (£TBA)
Gene Pitney

Royal Albert Hall
th
Monday 14 April (£20/£27.50)
Allison Moyet

Hammersmith Apollo
th
Friday 20 June (£TBA)
Bonnie Raitt

The Borderline, Charing Cross Road
th
Monday 14 April (£11)
Chris Smither

And, courtesy of Martyn Harvey,
THE AMERICAN FESTIVAL OF THE BLUES II
TOUR 2003 APRIL 12 - MAY 18

Earls Court
th
th
Friday/Saturday 18 /19 April (£35/£45)
Paul McCartney

Bobby Parker, Deitra Farr, Louisiana Red, Otis
Grand & The Big Blues Band

Brixton Academy
nd
rd
Tuesday/Wednesday 22 /23 April (£17.50)
Placebo

SOME DATES NEAR LONDON.......

Shepherd’s Bush Empire
th
Sunday 27 April (£12)
Buzzcocks

Sun 13th MAIDSTONE, Hazlitt Theatre
Tue 22nd GRAVESEND, Woodville Halls

Brixton Academy
st
Thursday 1 May (£16)
The Vines

Wed 23rd TUNBRIDGE WELLS, Assembly Halls

Royal Festival Hall
rd
Saturday 3 May (£20/£30)
Keith Jarrett – Gary Peacock – Jack
DeJohnette
Jazz Café Camden Town
th
Sunday 4 May (£15)
Dr Feelgood
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
th
Tuesday 6 May (£19.50)
Lucinda Williams

Thu 24th

WORTHING, Assembly Hall

Fri 25th

BASINGSTOKE, The Anvil

Fri 2nd

DORKING, Dorking Halls

Sat 3rd

READING, Concert Hall

Fri 9th

BLACKHEATH, Blackheath Halls

Sun 11th CROYDON, Ashcroft Theatre



Royal Festival Hall
th
Friday 16 May (£20/£35)
Ray Davies







IMPORTANT NOTICE
Gang Meet Up

Wembley Arena
th
Saturday 24 May (£24.50/£30.00)
Elvis, The Concert
st
Extra date added - Sunday 1 June (£29.75)
At the London Arena

th

Friday 4 April 7:30 – 11p.m.
Upper room of the King and Queen, Foley
Street. Turn right out of Goodge Street tube
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station, walk just a few yards and turn right
into Goodge Street. Walk about 150 yards
before turning right into Cleveland Street
where you will soon find Foley Street on the
left. The King and Queen will be found on the
corner.
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Tony Papard and Dave Woodland are
celebrating birthdays, Tony (March 20th),
nd
Dave (April 2 ), so 'Tales From The Woods'
will have use of the room above the pub (see
enclosed flyer for details). We shall provide
music tapes but if you want to bring along
your own, be my guest. This is the first
private function we have held at this venue
so folks, we need a good turn out to impress
the guvnor. A success means the function
room will be at our disposal anytime we want
it, a poor turn out means it will never be
repeated. If you wish to eat it might be a
good idea to arrange amongst yourselves to
meet up prior to the festivities. We need this
place so let’s try and make a success of it.
Hope to see all of you on the 4th.
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Othar Turner – Alan Lloyd
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Soul Kitchen – John Soulboy Joliffe
Marffa’s Muffins – Matt Slade
The Buzz – Keith Woods
Publicity Agent – Ken Major
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Stenographer – ‘H’











If you wish to subscribe or advertise in
the UK's fastest-growing in-house
magazine, write to;

Everybody’s favourite editor beams with
th
anticipation of an enormous turn out on April 4
while Shaky Lee gets ready to lean on the bar in the
hope that someone will buy him a pint.





‘Tales from the Woods’
25 Queen Anne Avenue
Bromley
Kent
BR2 0SA



Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk






Remember – you’re only young twice
Keith Woods
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